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Editorial

His Highness Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan, President of 
the UAE and Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces, has 
been able to achieve one of the dreams of the founding father, the 
late Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan, may God rest his soul. 

The dream was to have an organized armed force that is efficient 
in combat, professionally trained, and equipped with state-of-the-
art weapons. They can defend the country, guarantee the future 
of the coming generations and constitute a school for nationalism 
and development. He succeeded in converting this force into an 
advanced army, which is able to face the challenges of the times 
and defend the achievements of development.

While we own a very advanced weapon system, compared to 
many countries in the Middle East, we in the UAE are not in-
clined to demonstrate power and influence, as is the case with 
some countries. Despite the defense doctrine of the Armed Forc-
es, it is one of the key effective tools for implementation of the 
UAE foreign policy, mainly through participation in military op-
erations abroad, in a way that serves the national interest and 
reinforces the nation’s role in keeping regional and international 
security and stability.

Besides, the defense industries sector, thanks to the support of 
the prudent leadership, has managed to build important indus-
trial and technological capabilities within a relatively short period 
of time after recording huge growth over the past decade. This 
has allowed this sector to enter a real competition with its coun-
terparts on the international level. Thanks to the insight of Sheikh 
Khalifa, the UAE has possessed a space program and satellites for 
civilian and military uses. 

This has added quality to the state’s strategic weight and inter-
national reputation in the field of advanced modern technolo-
gies. Moreover in a record period of time, the Armed Forces has 
made important developments in preparation and training. It has 
graduated successive batches from its different military colleges, 
institutes and academies, and has become an incubator of many 
leaders, not only in the military sector, but also in all civilian and 
developmental sectors•
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 The United Arab Emirates will main-
tain its firm and constant stand by pro-
viding support in all forms to our broth-
ers in Yemen, in order to enable them 
to face all the challenges and threats 
they encounter. The current events and 
developments, no matter how aggra-
vated they are, will not hinder us from 
preforming our brotherly, Arabian, re-
ligious and human duty towards our 
brothers in Yemen.  
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GLOBAL SPOTLIGHT SHINES ON WFES

The 9th World Future Energy Sum-
mit in January was one of the major 
events of Abu Dhabi Sustainability 
Week 2016. 

More than 33,000 people from 170 
countries, including 60 ministers of 
state, attended Abu Dhabi Sustain-
ability Week which also encompasses 
the WFES, the International Water 
Summit and EcoWaste, as well as the 
General Assembly of the International 
Renewable Energy Agency, IRENA.

His Highness Sheikh Mohammed 

bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice Presi-
dent and Prime Minister of UAE 
and Ruler of Dubai, and His High-
ness Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al 
Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi 
and Deputy Supreme Commander of 
the UAE Armed Forces, attended the 
event. 

Also present were H.H. Sheikh 
Hamdan bin Mohammed bin Rashid 
Al Maktoum, Crown Prince of Dubai, 
Dr. Amal Abdullah Al Qubaisi, Speak-
er of the Federal National Council, 

H.H. Sheikh Saif bin Mohammed 
Al Nahyan, H.H. Sheikh Surour bin 
Mohammed Al Nahyan, H.H. Sheikh 
Hazza bin Zayed Al Nahyan, National 
Security Advisor and H.H. Sheikh 
Nahyan bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Chair-
man of the Board of Trustees of Zayed 
bin Sultan Al Nahyan Charitable and 
Humanitarian Foundation. 

Others present were H.H. Lt. Gen-
eral Sheikh Saif bin Zayed Al Nahyan, 
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister 
of the Interior, H.H. Sheikh Mansour 

The global spotlight on renewables and sustainability was thrown on Abu Dhabi as the latest World Future 
Energy Summit resulted in many ground-breaking initiatives, major international deals and massive strides in 
water management.

Clean energy challenges, opportunities to the fore 
during Abu Dhabi sustainability week

His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President and Prime Minister of UAE and Ruler of Dubai, and His 
Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme Commander of the UAE Armed 
Forces, attended the Abu Dhabi Sustainability Week events
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bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Deputy Prime 
Minister and Minister of Presiden-
tial Affairs, H.H. Sheikh Hamed bin 
Zayed Al Nahyan, Chief of the Abu 
Dhabi Crown Prince’s Court, H.H. 
Sheikh Abdullah bin Zayed Al Nahy-
an, Foreign Minister, H.H. Dr. Sheikh 
Sultan bin Khalifa Al Nahyan, Adviser 
to the UAE President, Sheikh Nahyan 
bin Mubarak Al Nahyan, Minister 
of Culture, Youth and Community 
Development, and Sheikh Hamdan 
bin Mubarak Al Nahyan, Minister of 
Higher Education and Scientific Re-
search.

Challenges, opportunities
ADSW, the Middle East’s largest gath-
ering on sustainability, is built on 
four key platforms: policy, leadership, 
business and awareness. These plat-
forms were reflected throughout this 
year’s programme.

Hosted by Masdar, Abu Dhabi’s re-
newable energy company, ADSW is a 
global platform that addresses chal-
lenges and opportunities of sustain-

able development, the wider adoption 
of renewable energy and water secu-
rity.

This was the first global gathering 
where the adoption of renewable en-
ergy and sustainable development can 
be advanced following the Paris Cli-
mate Conference, COP 21, in Decem-
ber. It reinforced the economic oppor-
tunity behind clean energy adoption 
and climate change mitigation.

The Future Cities Forum was held 
on the theme of “Shaping the Urban 
Future Together: Creating Sustainable 
and Resource Efficient Communities”.

Attendees heard from leading glob-
al government experts on best prac-
tices in managing complex, long-term 
urban challenges and the latest inno-
vations across energy, water, trans-
port, urban planning, and mitigating 
climate change.

Leading energy experts agreed on 
the use of both renewables and natu-
ral gas as viable solutions to sustain-
able development and climate change 
during the third annual Executives 

Dialogue. The event was co-hosted 
by the Renewable Industry Advisory 
Board, RIAB, of the International En-
ergy Agency, IEA, the International 
Renewable Energy Agency, IRENA, 
and the UAE Ministry of Foreign Af-
fairs.

Diversified mix
During the forum, industry experts 
discussed the future of global energy, 
impacts of new energy sources in the 
Middle East and North African  re-
gion, key takeaways from the Paris 
climate summit and opportunities to 
accelerate a diversified mix of energy 
sources.

“At global level, increasingly afford-
able renewables are set to dominate 
new capacity additions in power sys-
tems, even in the context of lower 
fossil fuel prices. But this will require 
sound market rules and policies, elim-
inating market distortions and taking 
a system optimisation approach, in 
which gas has also an important role 
to play,” said Dr. Paolo Frankl, Head 
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of the Renewable Energy Division at 
the IEA.

“The UAE is almost exclusively 
powered by natural gas, however, we 
are diversifying our economy and en-
ergy mix through clean energy sourc-
es, including renewables and nuclear,” 
said Ali Shafar, Deputy Director for 
Energy and Climate Change at the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. “It makes 
economic sense and is part of our 
commitment to climate action.”

Due to fast economic and popu-
lation growth, the MENA region is 
experiencing increased demand for 
energy and must consider all viable 
options for future growth. As a result, 
energy decision makers are looking 
to add new power plants to keep the 
lights on, however, ones that are more 
efficient, cleaner and ideally cheaper.

Addressing issues
The adoption of the Sustainable De-
velopment Goals, SDGs, and the Paris 
climate agreement in 2015 drew the 
international spotlight on the future 
energy debate and set the world into 
action in addressing issues on energy 
security, sustainability and climate 

change.
General Electric unveiled an in-

sightful white paper on the opportu-
nities and risks associated with the en-
ergy and water landscape of MENA.

GE partnered with the World Re-
sources Institute (WRI) to prepare the 
report titled, ‘Water, Energy, Risks & 
Rewards - Challenges Opportunities 
and Ideas for Innovation at the Water-
Energy Nexus’.

Nabil Habayeb, GE’s President & 
CEO for the Middle East, North Af-
rica and Turkey (MENAT), said: “The 
UAE has taken significant strides in 
promoting sustainable development 
and energy use efficiency, and as a 
long-term partner of the nation, we 
will work with the local community 
of researchers to support the nation in 
achieving its clean energy goals.”

The report underlines that improved 
water management will be critical to 
reducing MENA’s water gap. In ad-
dition, unconventional water sources 
like desalination and wastewater will 
be needed.

GE is already taking concerted ac-
tion in this direction. As part of GE’s 
$10 billion Ecomagination technology 

research commitment, GE is focused 
on advancing innovation around the 
water-energy nexus.

Energy neutral
GE and Masdar will work together 
to implement the first energy-neutral 
wastewater treatment process em-
ploying GE’s portfolio of energy-neu-
tral products in the Middle East. GE 
will also join hands with Goldman 
Sachs to identify new opportunities to 
deploy capital and develop innovative 
financing models for water projects 
around the world.

In another key initiative, GE and 
MWH Global, a leading engineering, 
consulting and construction firm, will 
work together to develop new water 
reuse and energy-neutral wastewater 
projects using innovative business 
models.

Dubai Electricity and Water Au-
thority, DEWA, participated as the Ef-
ficiency Sponsor of WFES.

DEWA stall featured the Dubai 
Supreme Council of Energy and a 
number of organisations and compa-
nies under DEWA and the council, 
including Etihad ESCO, Mai Dubai, 
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Empower, the Dubai Carbon Centre 
of Excellence, and the UAE Water Aid 
Foundation, Suqia.

The stand also featured a number 
of DEWA’s smart initiatives, including 
Shams Dubai, and Green Charger. 
DEWA will promote the first Dubai 
Solar Show, which will be held in con-
junction with the 18th Water, Energy, 
Technology, and Environment Exhibi-
tion, WETEX 2016, organised under 
the directives of Vice President and 
Prime Minister and Ruler of Dubai, 
His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin 
Rashid Al Maktoum, and under the 
patronage of H.H. Sheikh Hamdan 
bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Deputy Rul-
er of Dubai and UAE Minister of Fi-
nance and President of DEWA, from 
October 4-6 2016 at the Dubai Inter-
national Convention and Exhibition 
Centre. The first Dubai Solar Show is 
set to attract exhibitors from around 
the world.

Continued advancement
Dr. Ahmad Belhoul, Chief Execu-
tive Officer of Masdar, has called on 
regional financial institutions to sup-
port the renewable energy sector’s 

continued advancement.
In his keynote speech at the for-

mal inauguration of the summit, the 
anchor conference and exhibition 
of Abu Dhabi Sustainability Week, 
ADSW, he quoted a recent report by 
the International Renewable Energy 
Agency, IRENA, estimating that dou-
bling the share of renewable energy in 
the global energy mix by 2030 could 
increase global GDP by more than 
1%. Dr. Belhoul argued that the busi-
ness case for clean energy was now 
beyond doubt.

“While the UAE will remain com-
mitted to its historic role as a global 
leader in all the energies, conven-
tional and alternative, the policy and 
economic imperatives of renewable 
energy are now aligned.”

The Masdar Institute of Science 
and Technology, an independent, 
research-driven graduate-level uni-
versity focused on advanced energy, 
and sustainable technologies, and 
Xylem, a leading global water tech-
nology provider, jointly announced 
a research collaboration to establish 
sustainability indicators such as ener-
gy and cost performance of processes 

and equipment for water, wastewater 
and water transport and treatment fa-
cilities in Abu Dhabi.

The key performance indicators 
will be established through a one-year 
study that aims to help policy-makers, 
regulators and those responsible for 
specifying and purchasing equipment 
and processes in the region to make 
informed decisions.

The report will also help achieve 
targets set through development of 
a marginal abatement cost curve 
for wastewater transport and treat-
ment technologies. The MACC is an 
established method for identifying 
and ranking the most cost-effective 
areas for mitigating greenhouse gas 
emissions in a variety of industries. 
It can be a useful visual tool to com-
pare potential projects and prioritise 
them based on their economics for 
reducing carbon emissions. ‘Marginal 
abatement’ in the MACC refers to 
the cost to reduce or offset one unit 
of pollution and optimal technology 
choices have a negative or zero mar-
ginal abatement cost.
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Share experiences
The Dubai Supreme Council of Ener-
gy signed a MoU with the European 
Federation of Agencies and Regions 
for Energy and the Environment, FE-
DARENE, at the summit.

According to the MoU, the two 
sides will share experiences and best 
practices in energy-related areas, 
including policy making, technol-
ogy development, green-financing 
mechanisms, awareness programmes, 
green buildings, smart homes, and 
energy management and efficiency. 
The two parties will also organise 
joint activities relating to energy de-
mand management and challenges 
in the energy sector. The MoU was 
signed by Ahmed Buti Al Muhairbi, 
Secretary-General of the Dubai 

Masdar announced an agreement 
to develop a commercially-driven 
utility-scale 200 megawatt photovol-
taic solar plant for Jordan’s Ministry 
of Energy and Mineral Resourc-
es (MEMR). The agreement comes 
less than one month after Masdar and 
its partners inaugurated the 117MW 
Tafila wind farm in the Hashemite 
Kingdom.

Dr Ahmad Belhoul, CEO of Mas-
dar, said: “Jordan is a key market for 

Masdar in the MENA-region. With 
regional energy demand set to double 
by 2030, we believe the majority of 
that growth will be met from renew-
able energy. This growth represents a 
strong business case for renewables, 
not just in Jordan, but also across the 
wider MENA region.”

HE Dr Ibrahim Saif, Jordan’s Minis-
ter of Energy and Mineral Resources 
said: “This project is an investment in 
Jordan’s future energy security. It re-
flects the vision of His Majesty King 
Abdullah II to reduce the Kingdom’s 
reliance on imported energy and lim-
it our carbon footprint. 

Masdar has also signed a strategic 
partnership agreement with Sharjah’s 
environment company “Bee’ah” – the 
Middle East’s leading award-winning 
fully integrated environment and 
waste management company – to de-
velop the UAE’s waste to energy sec-
tor.

Masdar and Bee’ah are joining 
hands to co-develop waste to en-
ergy initiatives in Sharjah, the UAE 
and the region. This partnership will 
help contributing to the UAE Gov-
ernment’s Vision 2021 which targets, 
among other goals, diverting waste 
from landfills by 75% by 2021.

“Abu Dhabi’s 
bold vision for 
sustainable energy 
is transforming 
this nation and 
inspiring our 
region. No one can 
predict the future, 
but this much 
is true: Energy 
requirements will 
play a vital role in 
determining it”
H.M. Queen Rania Al 

Abdullah, Queen of the 

Hashemite Kingdom of 

Jordan
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Energy efficiency will be key for 
global countries to meet skyrocket-
ing energy demand, the World Future 
Energy Summit (WFES) announced 
with the launch of the Energy Effi-
ciency Expo at WFES 2017.

Worldwide, energy efficiency in-
vestment is set to reach $385 billion 
per year, or $5.8 trillion in total to 
2030, according to a recent report by 
the International Renewable Energy 
Authority (IRENA). With buildings 
a major energy consumer, investment 
in energy-efficient buildings alone is 
set to reach $125 billion by 2020.

To meet the region’s rapid energy 
growth, with the Middle East and 
North Africa’s energy demand set to 
double by 2030, the Middle East re-
quires $555 billion in total energy 
infrastructure investment by 2030, ac-
cording to a recent report by NBAD, 
University of Cambridge, and PWC.

Guiding principles
Abdulla Al Shamsi, Executive Direc-
tor, Strategic Affairs Sector, Abu Dha-
bi Urban Planning Council (UPC), 
said: “Sustainability is one of the guid-
ing principles of Abu Dhabi Vision 
2030 and as such lies at the heart of 
the UPC’s objectives for the develop-

ment of the Emirate. We see energy 
efficiency in buildings as a vital factor 
in supporting Abu Dhabi to meet its 
current and future energy demands.  

“Over the past five years, through 
the Estidama program of sustainabil-
ity, has rated the Emirate’s real estate 
developments based on a range of 
factors, including energy efficiency, 
using the mandatory Estidama Pearl 
Rating System. As strategic partners 
of this event, we look forward to shar-
ing our knowledge and experience of 
best practice sustainability processes, 
tools and techniques with delegates at 
the WFES Energy Efficiency Expo in 
2017.”

Delivering global insights and best 

practices for Middle East cities to sus-
tainably manage their long-term ur-
banization, the World Future Energy 
Summit announced   the launch of 
the new Future Cities Forum.

Sixty six percent of the world’s pop-
ulation is projected to live in urban 
areas by 2050, up from 54 percent 
in 2014, according to the United Na-
tions. To meet the challenges of ur-
banization, governments around the 
world are using advanced technology 
to develop Smart Cities, with Frost 
and Sullivan predicting a $1.56 tril-
lion marketplace by 2020.

The Middle East and North Africa 
hosts among the world’s most ambi-
tious smart city plans, including Abu 
Dhabi’s Masdar City, Qatar’s Lusail 
City, Saudi Arabia’s four Economic 
Cities, and Morocco’s largest city of 
Casablanca.

Thanks to smart buildings, a pe-
destrian-focused layout and technol-
ogy cluster, Masdar City consumes 
40 percent less energy and water than 
built-up areas of a comparable size. 
Masdar City recently inaugurated a 
solar power storage system with En-
ergy Nest, and signed an agreement 
with Chinese real estate firm Vanke 
on a research and development pro-
ject•
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Success Stories …. 

The Story of Victory....
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By Major / Jameel Khamis Al Sa’di

The United Arab Emirates will maintain its firm and constant stand by provid-
ing support in all forms to our brothers in Yemen, in order to enable them to 
face all the challenges and threats they encounter.
We have a common history, present and future with Yemen. The current events 
and developments, no matter how aggravated they are, will not hinder us from 
preforming our brotherly, Arabian, religious and human duty towards our 
brothers in Yemen. On the contrary, they will only make us more determined to 
achieve complete victory.
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Success Stories …. 

AED1.6 billion in aid to Yemen in 2015 

The United Arab Emirates continued to offer 
humanitarian and development aid in various 

regions around the world during 2015, with 
the total number of beneficiary coun-

tries reaching 178 since the estab-
lishment of the UAE in 1971.

Statistical data released by 
the Ministry of International 
Cooperation and Develop-
ment (MICAD) show that 
the development and hu-
manitarian and charitable 
aid provided by the UAE 
to Yemen reached AED1.6 
billion.
AED1.6 billion in aid to 

Yemen: In the framework of 
ongoing humanitarian devel-

opment in Yemen, the United 
Arab Emirates played a pivotal role 

in responding to humanitarian crises 
on the ground in Yemen, thus becoming the 

second largest donor of humanitarian aid in 

Yemen globally, according to data released by 
the UN  Financial Tracking Service (FTS).

The total UAE foreign aid granted to Yemen 
until the end of 2015 amounted to about AED 
1.6 billion, dedicated to infrastructure rehabili-
tation projects to be implemented in Yemen.

The process of sending UAE humanitarian aid 
to Yemen was carried out over four stages aimed 
at the reconstruction and rehabilitation of Aden 
and the neighboring provinces, with a focus on 
electricity, food, health, water, sanitation, fuel, 
and transport, as well as coordination and sup-
port. The aid was distributed to the provinces 
of Aden, Lahj, Al Dhali, Abyan, Marib, Shabwa, 
Hadramout, Al Mahr, and Socotra island.

It is worth mentioning that the total value of 
UAE aid to Yemen from 1971 to 2015 amounted 
to AED 6.65 billion.

ERC implements second phase of resto-
ration work in Aden

The Emirates Red Crescent (ERC) has began 
phase two of rebuilding Al-Joumhouria Hospi-
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AED1.6 billion in aid to Yemen in 2015 

tal in Aden, following the completion of 
phase one which included restoration and 
maintenance of first and second floors of 
the hospital, one of the largest and most 
important health institutions in the Yem-
eni governorate.

The second phase will see the restoration 
of the hospital’s remaining levels which will 
facilitate it to run at full capacity.

The ERC is also providing logistical 
support, including ambulances, electricity 
generators, water and sanitation services, 
medical equipment, and medicines to this 
hospital, and others, as part of its efforts 
to support the health sector in Yemen. The 
ERC has previously provided cancer drugs 
to hospitals in Lahej, Abyan, Al-Dalea and 
Taez. Currently, the hospital was equipped 
with five refrigerators for its morgue.

In addition, the Emirates Red Crescent 
(ERC) has intensified its humanitarian 
programmes and relief operations for the 
benefit of the people of Wadi Hadramaut 

in Yemen.
The ERC’s voluntary teams continued 

distribution of 40,000 food baskets to the 
victims of the current events, as part of the 
its efforts to bridge the gap in demand 
and availability of food in the Yemeni 
governorates.

The statement also said that 
the ERC’s representatives, in the 
presence of Essam Habreesh 
Al Kathiri, Undersecretary of 
Hadramout Governorate for 
Wadi and Desert Directorates 
Affairs and a number of Yem-
eni officials, distributed the food 
assistance to beneficiaries in the 
Governorate and its Directorates.

It also confirmed that the aid 
comes in continuation of relief pro-
grammes initiated since the outbreak of 
the crisis in Yemen and were aimed at alle-
viating the suffering of the affected people 
and improving humanitarian conditions.
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Success Stories …. 

During the meeting, Sheikh Abdullah 
was briefed on the latest developments 
of the situation in Yemen, the UN’s ef-
forts there, and exchanged views on the 

current developments at the regional 
and international levels.

The two sides also discussed ways 
of strengthening mutual humanitar-

ian partnerships and the co-ordination 
of relief and development programmes 
and activities in Yemen in order to serve 
common humanitarian objectives and 
aspirations.

Sheikh Abdullah reiterated that the 
UAE will spare no effort in providing all 
that it can to alleviate the repercussions 
of the events taking place in Yemen on 
the lives of the people there through the 
Saudi-led Arab coalition in support of 
the legitimacy in Yemen.

The UN envoy praised the UAE’s hu-
manitarian efforts in Yemen and its ini-
tiatives to help alleviate the suffering and 
improve the lives of people affected in 
a number of governorates around the 
country.

H.H. Dr. Sheikh Sultan bin Khalifa Al 
Nahyan, Adviser to the UAE President 
and Chairman of the Sultan bin Khalifa 
Al Nahyan Humanitarian and Scientific 
Foundation, received a high-level Yem-
eni delegation including Minister of 
Fisheries, Fahad Salim Kafayin, Devel-
opment Adviser to Vice President, Badr 
Baslamah, and Governor of Socotra, 
Salim Abdullah. 

Sheikh Sultan reiterated that the gov-
ernment and the people of the UAE take 
great interest in supporting Yemenis. He 
said, “The UAE, led by President His 
Highness Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al 
Nahyan, will continue to support our 
Yemeni brothers until they achieve their 
national aspiration for reconstructing 
Yemen.”

Sheikh Sultan noted that His Highness 
the President continues to order delivery 
of aid to people affected by the events 

in Yemen to alleviate their suffering as 
part of the UAE’s humanitarian role. He 
stressed the urgency for restoring the sit-
uation in Yemen to normalcy. Sheikh Sul-
tan also noted that the Sultan bin Khalifa 
Al Nahyan Humanitarian and Scientific 
Foundation carried out projects in Yem-
en. The Emirati foundation carried out 
development projects in Socotra in areas 
like healthcare, education and water and 

is building a number of mosques.
The Yemeni delegation briefed Sheikh 

Sultan about the situation in Yemen. They 
thanked the UAE for backing Yemen. 
During the meeting, Sheikh Sultan and 
the Yemeni officials discussed the impor-
tance of bolstering fraternal relations be-
tween the UAE and Yemen to serve the 
common interests of the peoples of both 
countries.

UAE Presidential Advisor receives Yemeni officials

Abdullah bin Zayed receives UN Special Envoy
H.H. Sheikh Abdullah bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Foreign Minister, received Ismail Ould Cheikh Ahmed, Special Envoy of the 
UN Secretary-General for Yemen.
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The meeting discussed developments 
in Yemen, especially in the areas liberated 
from the coup militias, as well as planned 
operations in the fields of humanitarian re-
lief, security and re-construction.

Bahah expressed appreciation for the ef-
forts made by the Emirates Red Crescent 

authority and the Khalifa Foundation in 
several Yemeni provinces.

He renewed his government’s resolve to 
regain control of all provinces in Yemen 

through peaceful means to end the suffer-
ing of the Yemeni people, caused by the 
Houthi militias and their rebellious allies.

H.H. Sheikh Hamed bin Zayed Al 
Nahyan, Chief of the Abu Dhabi Crown 
Prince’s Court, has visited UAE Armed 
Forces’ personnel who were injured while 
taking part in the Saudi-led Arab Coali-
tion’s Operation Restoring Hope in Yem-
en, and who are receiving their treatment 
in German hospitals.

During his meeting with the injured and 
their families, Sheikh Hamed was reas-
sured about their health conditions, and he 
also met with the medical staff supervis-
ing the treatment plans and rehabilitation 
to be briefed on the nature of the injuries.

The Chief of the Abu Dhabi Crown 
Prince’s Court conveyed the greetings of 
President His Highness Sheikh Khalifa 
bin Zayed Al Nahyan and His Highness 
Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, 
Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy 
Supreme Commander of the UAE Armed 

Forces to the injured and their fami-
lies, wishing them health, wellness and a 
speedy recovery.

During exchanging cordial talks with 
UAE Armed Forces’ heroes, Sheikh Hamed 
also hailed their heroic actions in Yemen.

The injured expressed their pride in the 
wise leadership of His Highness Sheikh 
Khalifa, commending the solidarity shown 

by the UAE government and people with 
them, stressing their solid and strong will, 
resolve and determination to implement 
their humanitarian and military tasks and 
duties in Yemen.

The Chief of the Abu Dhabi Crown Prince’s 
Court was accompanied by Juma Mubarak 
Al Junaibi, UAE Ambassador to the Federal 
Republic of Germany, and other officials.

Chief of the Abu Dhabi Crown Prince’s Court visits 
UAE Armed Forces’ officers injured in Yemen

Yemen’s VP applauds UAE role in Yemen

Yemeni Vice President Khalid 
Bahah has lauded the great sup-
port that the UAE gave to his 
country and thanked the Saudi-
led Arab Coalition countries for 
their efforts. This came during a 
meeting Bahah with the UAE’s 
special envoy to Yemen, Ali Mus-
lih Al Ahbabi.



Lockheed Martin Receives US$528M THAAD 
Missile-Defense Contract

The Missile Defense Agency recently 
awarded Lockheed Martin a US$528 
million contract in December 2015 for 
production and delivery of interceptors 
for the Terminal High Altitude Area De-
fense (THAAD) system. The new inter-
ceptors will support a growing number 
of the US Army THAAD units. 

THAAD is a key element of the Ballis-
tic Missile Defense System (BMDS), and 
is highly effective at protecting America’s 
military, allied forces, citizen population 
centers and critical infrastructure from 
short-to medium-range ballistic missile 
attacks.

“Our THAAD interceptors are on the 
cutting edge of missile defense technolo-
gy. With advanced range, agility and ac-
curacy, our interceptors are fully capable 
of defeating dangerous missile threats 
today and into the future,” said Richard 

McDaniel, Lockheed Martin’s Vice Pres-
ident for the THAAD system. 

THAAD interceptors employ Lock-
heed Martin’s proven “hit-to-kill” tech-
nology to destroy missile threats inside 
and outside the atmosphere. The system 
is rapidly deployable, mobile, and also 
interoperable with all other BMDS ele-
ments, including Patriot/PAC-3, Aegis, 
forward-based sensors and the Com-
mand, Control, Battle Management and 
Communications system. These unique 
capabilities make THAAD an important 
addition to air and missile defense archi-
tectures around the world.

The US Army activated the fifth of sev-
en programed THAAD batteries at the 
end of 2015. Lockheed Martin delivered 
the 100th THAAD interceptor earlier in 
2015 and the UAE was the first interna-
tional partner to procure the THAAD 
system with a contract awarded in 2011. 

The Mexican Navy (Secretaria de 
Marina - SEMAR) and Dutch ship-
builder Damen Shipyards Group have 
recently signed contracts for three, 
42-metre patrol vessels in addition to 
their existing fleet. All ships will be of 
the Damen Stan Patrol 4207 design.

This contract is proof of the ongo-
ing relationship between the Mexi-
can Navy and Damen. The Mexican 
Navy Yard ASTIMAR 1 in Tampico 
will build the three SPa 4207 vessels, 
known in Mexico as the Ténochtitlan 
class. Damen will provide the engi-
neering, material package, technical 
assistance and crew training.

The vessels will be named after Mex-
ican historical sites, and are expected 

Mexican Navy Orders Three Damen Stan Patrol Vessels

to be launched sometime in 2016. With 
these three patrol vessels, the total num-
ber of vessels in the Ténochtitlan class 
will come to 10.

Damen Coastal and Offshore Patrol 

Vessels have already operated for years 
in the coastal waters of the USA, Can-
ada, Jamaica, Barbados, the Bahamas, 
Mexico, Honduras, Cape Verde and the 
Netherlands.

Thaad is a key element of the Ballistic Mis-
sile Defense System

Damen Stan Patrol 4207 - SEMAR
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NGC Selected to Improve Survivability of USAF C-130

The US Special Operations Com-
mand has selected Northrop Grumman 
Corporation to provide advanced coun-
termeasure systems for AC-130J and 
MC-130J aircraft.

Under the terms of the US$32.8 mil-
lion award, Northrop Grumman’s Land 
and Avionics C4ISR division will pro-
vide radio frequency countermeasure 
systems to detect, identify, locate, deny, 
degrade, disrupt and defeat threats to 
these aircraft.

“Our solution is designed to detect 
and defeat not only current radio fre-
quency threats, but also to have the 
flexibility to protect our warfighters as 
the threat evolves,” said Jeff Palombo, 
Northrop Grumman division Vice Pres-
ident and General Manager. “Our solu-
tion is built upon our high confidence 

Rheinmetall to Supply Air Defence Systems to Royal Thai Army

For the first time ever, the Royal Thai 
Army has awarded Rheinmetall a major 
contract for air defence technology. The 
multi-million euro order encompasses 
four latest-generation Skyguard systems 
and is of great commercial importance 
to Rheinmetall.

In all, the Group’s Swiss subsidiary 
Rheinmetall Air Defence will be sup-
plying Thailand with four Oerlikon Sk-
yguard 3 fire control systems and eight 
35mm Oerlikon GDF007 Twin Guns. 
The order also includes Rheinmetall’s 
tried-and-tested Ahead airburst ammu-
nition and additional services. 

For Rheinmetall Air Defence, the 
Royal Thai Army is another new cus-
tomer in Asia who is introducing a 
35mm air defence system. 

In the domain of cannon-based air 

aircraft protection systems of today, 
coupled with an open architecture ap-
proach that enables our offering to grow 
to a multi-spectral, multi-function ca-
pability for the future. This approach is 
a subtle, yet important characteristic of 

our offering that protects our customer’s 
investment in their initial RFCM system 
procurement while positioning AFSOC 
AC/MC-130 gunships for the complex 
battlespace of the immediate future.”

USAF C-130

defence technology, Rheinmetall is one 
of the global leaders and the sole single-
source supplier of battle management 
systems, fire control systems, automatic 
cannon, integrated missile launchers and 

Ahead ammunition. One of the com-
pany’s core competencies is the develop-
ment and manufacture of advanced air 
defence systems as well as simulators 
and training systems.

Rheinmetall Air Defence - Thailand
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Saab to Provide Deliveries for US Army’s Combat Vehicles

Saab has recently been awarded the 
fourth and fifth options of a multi-year 
contract for deliveries of laser-based 
training system for US Army’s armored 
combat vehicles. Saab booked the order 
value of US$32 million as order intake in 
December 2015.

The Combat Vehicle Tactical Engage-
ment Simulation System (CVTESS) 
indefinite delivery/indefinite quantity 
(IDIQ) contract was signed with the US 
Army in 2012. It consists of this order 
and further options that can be exercised 
over a time period of five years with a 
potential total order value of US$ 90 
million.

Since 2012, CVTESS has provided 
the US Army with the next–generation 
of laser-based training systems for its 
armored combat vehicles. The system 
supplies a highly accurate, laser-based 
simulation of the combat vehicle weap-
ons used on all M-1 Abrams Main Battle 
Tank and the Bradley Fighting Vehicles 

(BFV) variants, including opposing forc-
es vehicles.

“Saab’s CVTESS is on the cutting edge 
of force-on-force training technology. 
With more than 3,000 vehicle systems 
fielded to the US Army, we are proud to 
continue supplying our military with a 
proven solution for their training needs”, 
said Cyndi Turner, General Manager of 

Saab Defense and Security USA’s Train-
ing and Simulation division.

CVTESS is easy to install and main-
tain, reducing the cost and time of com-
bat vehicle training. Its highly realistic 
combat scenarios and after-action re-
ports provide soldiers with the experi-
ence necessary to be effective in the field.

Finmeccanica – Selex ES has signed 
a MoU with Saab to provide Electronic 
Warfare Operational Support (EWOS) so-
lutions. Initial cooperation will focus on 
markets where both companies already 
have common customers to offer a more 
integrated service. EWOS is the combina-
tion of mission support tools, people, spe-
cialized training and infrastructures that 
allows operators to get the most benefit 
out of their electronic warfare systems. 
Every Selex ES electronic warfare product 
comes bundled with a core support pack-
age.

Selex ES has already provided such fa-
cilities to different export countries, based 
on years of experience of working with the 

UK Ministry of Defence. Potential future 
customers could include those countries 
selecting Saab’s aircraft.

The two companies are already strategic 
partners in a number of areas of defense 
and security. Notably, all contracted Saab 
Gripen Next Generation (NG) fighters 
will carry the Selex ES Raven ES05 AESA 
radar, Skyward-G IRST (Infrared Search 
& Track) passive sensor and IFF (Identi-
fication Friend-or-Foe) systems, with Saab 
also being the first to offer Selex ES’s new 
BriteCloud expendable active decoy as an 
electronic warfare option. 

Under the new agreement, the two firms 
will work together to identify opportuni-
ties for developing partnered EWOS so-
lutions, providing customers with a sov-

ereign support capability. Selex ES has a 
dedicated site in Lincoln, UK, that offers 
all aspects of electronic warfare support for 
the company’s international and UK-based 
customers.

Selex ES and Saab Collaborate on EWOS

SAAB training system

Selex ES Raven ES05 AESA radar

News
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Airbus Helicopters Delivers First Swedish NH90

Airbus Helicopters recently delivered 
the first Swedish NH90 in full anti-sub-
marine warfare (ASW) configuration to 
the Swedish Defence Materiel Adminis-
tration FMV (FörsvaretsMaterielverk). 
The fully qualified rotorcraft has an en-
tirely customized mission system includ-
ing underwater sonar, tactical radar and 
high cabin for improved interior space.

“In terms of versatility and customiz-
ability, the Swedish NH90 ASW dem-
onstrates the benefits of an integrated, 
highly powerful, fly-by-wire helicopter 
platform”, said Wolfgang Schoder, Head 
of Light and Governmental Programmes 
at Airbus Helicopters. “Specially tailored 
for its maritime missions and the opera-
tive environment in the Baltic Sea, this 
helicopter is best-suited for the custom-
er’s requirements.”

In total, Sweden has ordered 18 NH90, 
13 equipped for search-and-rescue mis-
sions (SAR) and five in ASW configura-
tion. In the frame of today’s delivery, FMV 
and the manufacturer NHIndustries have 
also signed a contract to modify four al-
ready delivered NH90 from SAR to ASW 
configuration, bringing the total Swedish 

NH90 fleet to nine ASW 
and nine SAR aircraft.

Prior to delivery, the 
aircraft had been thor-
oughly tested by the 
Swedish acceptance 
team in Donauwörth 
and over water in Marig-
nane.

Several military ser-
vices around the globe 
are already operating 
the NH90 in search and 

rescue, tactical transport, ASW or sur-
veillance missions over sea. “With 260 
NH90s already delivered to 13 different 
nations and nearly 100,000 flying hours 
in operation, this combat-proven heli-
copter is now confirming its worth at the 
hands of the most demanding customers 
around the globe,” said Schoder.

Pratt & Whitney, a division of 
United Technologies Corp., has re-
cently awarded a contract to KMWE 
/ DutchAero to manufacture F135 en-
gine components. The F135 engine is 
the propulsion system for the fifth gen-
eration F-35 Lightning II aircraft.

Located in Eindhoven, Netherlands, 
precision component manufacturer 
KMWE, together with its subsidiary 
DutchAero, has received a 10-year 
long-term procurement agreement for 
machined engine components. This 
agreement signals a strengthened rela-
tionship between Pratt & Whitney and 
KMWE / DutchAero and positions 
KMWE / DutchAero in a strong posi-
tion for follow-on F135 opportunities.

Cliff Stone, Vice President, Busi-
ness Development and International 

Programs, Pratt & Whitney Military 
Engines said, “KMWE / DutchAero 
competed globally and was selected as 
the best value supplier of these engine 
components, and will play a valuable 
role in our global supply chain for the 
F135 engine as we continue to reduce 
the cost of the propulsion system.”

Edward Voncken, Chief Executive 
Officer, KMWE Group said, “Our 
contribution to the F135 engine allows 
us to develop our aerospace manufac-
turing technologies and capabilities 
further and helps to ensure local jobs 
and skills for the future, which are an 
essential part of our local industry.”

As one of the original nine partner 
nations for the F-35, the Netherlands is 
a key contributor to the development, 
production and sustainment of the 
F-35 program. The current program of 

P&W and KMWE Sign Agreement for F135 Engine Components

Swedish NH90

record for the Netherlands is for the 
procurement of at least 37 F-35A air-
craft.

F135 engine is the propulsion system for the 
fifth generation F-35 Lightning II aircraft
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Abu Dhabi National Exhibitions 
Company (ADNEC) has signed a me-
dia partnership with Nation Shield 
Journal to issue a daily newsletter 
promoting the second Unmanned Sys-
tem Exhibition (UMEX 2016) and the 
pilot edition of the Simulation Con-
ference and Exhibition –set to run 
from 6 to 8 March 2016 at the Abu 
Dhabi National Exhibition Centre.

UMEX 2016 and the Simulation Confer-
ence and Exhibition will convene as part of 
the Abu Dhabi Aviation and Aerospace Week 
(ADAAW), taking place from 6 to 12 March 
2016 under the patronage of His Highness 
Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, 
Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Su-
preme Commander of the UAE Armed Forc-
es. The event will run concurrently in Abu 
Dhabi and Al Ain converging six specialised 
events under its umbrella.

Humaid Matar Al Dhaheri, Acting Group 
CEO of ADNEC, said, “We are delighted to 
sign this media partnership agreement with 
Nation Shield Journal, one of the leading pub-
lications in the region dedicated to defence 
and security. I am confident that the partner-

ship will allow us to effectively communicate 
the messages of UMEX and Simulation Con-
ference and Exhibition to our partners in the 
public and private sector, helping them stay 
informed about the latest developments in the 
unmanned systems, training and simulation 
space.”

UMEX 2016 and the Simulation & Train-
ing Exhibition and Conference will provide 
an optimum platform for leading regional and 
global manufacturers to showcase the latest 
innovations and technologies in unmanned 
systems, simulation and training. The agree-
ment with Nation Shield Journal will enable 
exhibitors and delegates participating in the 
event to disseminate important information 
on the products, services and solutions show-
cased at both events.

He added, “ADNEC is committed to sup-
porting initiatives in line with the Abu Dhabi 
Economic Vision 2030 to enhance the avia-
tion and aerospace industries in the country. 
Towards this priority, ADNEC supports its 
partners in developing specialised exhibi-
tions and events held under the umbrella of 
the Abu Dhabi Aviation and Aerospace Week 
(ADAAW). ADNEC will also attract more 
Emirati talents to actively engage in deliver-

ing these exhibitions and give them an op-
portunity to gain much-needed international 
exposure by working with exhibitors and or-
ganisers from different parts of the world.”

Lieutenant Colonel Yusuf Juma Al Haddad, 
Chief Editor, Nation Shield Journal said, “We 
are honoured to sign this agreement with Abu 
Dhabi National Exhibitions Company and 
share with them our vast expertise in issuing 
specialised bulletins to promote high calibre 
defence and security events such as IDEX and 
the Dubai Airshow.

“In collaborating with ADNEC and the 
companies participating in UMEX 2016 and 
Simulation Conference and Exhibition, we 
seek to provide them with prominent cover-
age in our daily news bulletins as well as a 
wide range of media opportunities such as 
talk shows with senior executives and leading 
industry experts in aviation, aerospace and 
unmanned systems.

“Following in the footsteps of the UAE 
Armed Forces, Nation Shield Journal places 
significant importance on the quality of con-
tent it develops ever since its first issue was 
published in August 1971, four months be-
fore the formation of the UAE. Over the past 
decades, the journal has raced against time to 
stay abreast of the development and moderni-
sation witnessed by our armed forces through 
leveraging the best technologies and highly 
qualified national work force in delivering 
quality content and design.”

He added, “Since the debut edition of 
Dubai Airshow and International Defence 
Exhibition and Conference (IDEX), the jour-
nal has been the strategic media sponsor of 
both events, helping them secure outstand-
ing coverage through issuing daily bulletins 
and newsletters. The journal is also involved 
in many high-profile defense exhibitions 
and shows in the United States of America, 
France, Germany, Turkey, Britain and a num-
ber of Arab and GCC countries. One of the 
most circulated Arabic journals in its domain, 
international companies place their advertise-
ments across various sections of the journal 
to deliver high viewership.”

ADNEC Partners with Nation Shield 
to Promote UMEX 2016
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Boeing Chinook: The Helicopter of Choice
UK and India relay on Chinook

Boeing recently delivered its 
14th Mk6 Chinook, completing 
the United Kingdom’s most re-
cent order and growing the RAF 
Chinook fleet to 60 aircraft. The 
order completion coincided with 
the 35th anniversary of Chinook 
operations for the UK.

“Since they were introduced into service 
in 1980, our Chinook fleet has played an 
integral supporting role for British forc-
es and have been deployed on an almost 
continuous basis since,” said Royal Air 
Force Air Vice-Marshal Julian Young, 
Director of Helicopters in the United 
Kingdom’s Defence Equipment & Sup-
port organization. “These new Mark-6 
helicopters will significantly enhance 
our existing heavy-lift helicopter and 
Special Forces capability. Our overall 
fleet of 60 Chinooks will support our 
frontline troops in current and future 
operations for decades to come.”

The RAF has operated Chinooks in 
every major NATO engagement since 
1980 and on virtually every continent. 
The service uses its Chinooks to per-
form troop transport, air assault and 
medical evacuation missions. In ad-
dition, the RAF and UK Ministry of 
Defence Equipment and Support have 
worked closely with Boeing to im-
plement performance-based logistics 
initiatives to increase the readiness of 
Britain’s Chinook fleet. The Mk6 Chi-
nook has a new, machined monolithic 
airframe, UK-specific avionics, rescue 
hoist and interoperable communication 
and navigation equipment.

“As our company approaches its cen-

tennial, milestones such as this one 
demonstrate the significance of Boeing’s 
long and close partnership with the UK,” 
said Steve Parker, Vice President, Cargo 
Helicopters and Boeing H-47 Chinook 
program manager. The CH-47F Chi-
nook is an advanced multi-mission heli-
copter operated by the US Army and 18 
other defence forces.
Enhancing Indian Air Force’s 
Capabilities 
Further, in Sept 2015, the India Ministry 
of Defence finalized its order with Boe-
ing for production, training and support 
of Apache and Chinook helicopters that 
will greatly enhance India’s capabilities 
across a range of military and humani-
tarian missions.

India will receive 22 AH-64E Apache 
attack helicopters and 15 CH-47F Chi-
nook heavy-lift helicopters. Both are the 
newest models of those aircraft.

“This is a milestone in Boeing’s ex-
panding commitment to India,” said 
Pratyush Kumar, President, Boeing In-
dia. “This acquisition enhances the In-
dian Air Force’s capabilities and offers 

us an opportunity to further accelerate 
‘Make in India.’ Large sections of the 
Chinook fuselage are already manufac-
tured in India and discussions are on-
going with our Indian partners to make 
Apache parts.”

The Apache is the world’s leading 
multi-role attack helicopter. The AH-
64E Apache, the most modern variant 
also flown by the US Army, features en-
hanced performance, joint digital oper-
ability, improved survivability and cog-
nitive decision aiding.

The Chinook has proven its ability to 
operate in the range of conditions that 
typify the Indian subcontinent, includ-
ing delivering heavy payloads to high 
altitudes.

“These new aircraft will provide 
world-class capabilities to meet the In-
dian Air Force’s missions today, tomor-
row and well into the future,” said David 
Koopersmith, Vice President and Gen-
eral Manager, Boeing Vertical Lift divi-
sion. India is the 14th nation to select 
the Apache and the 19th nation to select 
the Chinook•

The new Mk6 Chinooks offer the Royal Air Force a modern, capable asset for 
meeting its mission requirements today and well into the future
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OSPREY SOARS HIGHER
V-22 fills operational niche ‘unlike any other aircraft’

The V-22 Osprey is a joint ser-
vice multirole combat aircraft 
utilizing tiltrotor technology 
to combine the vertical perfor-
mance of a helicopter with the 
speed and range of a fixed-wing 
aircraft. With its rotors in verti-
cal position, it can take off, land 
and hover like a helicopter. 

Once airborne, it can convert to a tur-
boprop airplane capable of high-speed, 
high-altitude flight. This combination 
results in global reach capabilities that 
allow the V-22 to fill an operational 
niche unlike any other aircraft.

The Osprey really is a transformer in 
more ways than one. It may dazzle at air 
shows by being able to land and take off 
like a helicopter and cruise like a turbo-
prop fixed wing plane, but folding and 
unfolding for storage is the real show 
stopper.

Bell Boeing, a strategic alliance be-
tween Bell Helicopter, a Textron com-
pany, and Boeing was awarded a U.S. 
Navy contract last year for five Bell Boe-
ing V-22 Osprey tiltrotor aircraft to be 
delivered to Japan, marking the first sale 
of the aircraft through the U.S. govern-
ment’s foreign military sales program.

The contract for the Block C aircraft 
includes support, training, and equip-
ment. The versatile V-22 tiltrotor will 
allow Japan’s Ground Self-Defense Force 
greatly enhanced capabilities, while pro-
viding an ideal platform for relief efforts 
in response to natural disasters.

The V-22 is currently in service with 
the United States Marine Corps and 
the Air Force Special Operations Com-
mand. This year, the United States Navy 

announced their decision to procure 44 
V-22 aircraft.

Airplane mode
The V-22 can perform a complete tran-
sition from helicopter mode to airplane 
mode in as little as 16 seconds. The air-
craft can fly at any degree of nacelle tilt 
within its conversion corridor at the 

range of permissible airspeeds for each 
angle of nacelle shift.

During vertical takeoff, conventional 
helicopter controls are utilized. As the 
tiltrotor gains forward speed between 40 
to 80 knots, the wing begins to produce 
lift and the ailerons, elevators, and rud-
ders become effective. The rotary-wing 
controls are then gradually phased out 

Bell Boeing was awarded a U.S. Navy contract last year for five Bell Boeing V-22 Os-
prey tiltrotor aircraft to be delivered to Japan, marking the first International sale of 
the aircraft 
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by the flight control system. 
At approximately 100 to 120 knots, 

the wing is fully effective and pilot con-
trol of cyclic pitch of the proprotors is 
locked out. The ability to operate in the 
realm between airplane and helicop-
ter (VTOL) modes is what truly makes 
the V-22 a unique and capable aircraft. 
In conversion mode the flight control 
computers blend the control laws and 
program the flight control surfaces for 
optimum performance and response at 
intermediate airspeeds. This couples the 
efficiency of wing-borne flight with heli-
copter manoeuvrability.

The conversion corridor is very wide 
(approximately 100 knots) in both accel-
erating and decelerating flight. This wide 
corridor results in a safe and comfort-
able transition, free of the threat of wing 
stall. 

Airframe
Composite materials were a key tech-
nology that enabled the development of 
the V-22 and reduced cost and weight, 
improved reliability, and increased bal-

listic tolerance. The past two decades of 
extensive research and development on 
composite materials in the aerospace 
industry has directly benefited the V-22 
structural design.

More than 43 percent of the V-22 
airframe structure is fabricated from 
composite materials. The wing is made 
primarily with IM-6 graphite-epoxy 
solid laminates that are applied unidi-
rectionally to give optimum stiffness. 
The fuselage, empennage, and tail as-
semblies have additional AS4 graphite 
fiber materials incorporated during their 
fabrication. Many airframe components 
such as stiffeners, stringers and caps, are 
co-cured with the skin panels. This tech-
nique provides subassemblies with fewer 
fasteners, thus fewer fatigue effects. 

The V-22 provides alternate means for 
personnel insertion and/or extraction 
when landing is not practical or desired. 

The rescue hoist is an electrically 
driven system, capable of hoisting de-
vices into the cabin like the stokes litter, 
two-man rescue team, forest penetrator, 
or a stokes litter with attached floatation 

device. Optional fastrope equipment can 
be installed that provides for two fas-
tropes in the cargo area. 

Shipboard compatible
The V-22 is fully shipboard compatible, 
with the world’s first complete blade fold 
and wing stowage system. It is able to 
operate off all US Navy L-class amphibi-
ous ships, the LHA/LHD assault carri-
ers, and can be stowed on full-size CV/
CVN carriers.

For stowage, the wings are rotated to 
lie above and parallel to the fuselage to 
create a compact rectangular volume.

The automatic wing and rotor folding 
sequence, which can be completed in 90 
seconds in a 60kt wind, is as follows: the 
aircraft lands in helicopter mode; the 
two outboard blades of each rotor are 
folded inboard; the nacelles are rotated 
forward to cruise mode; and the wings 
are rotated by 90 degrees clockwise.

The US Air Force and US Navy vari-
ants are equipped with a Raytheon AN/
APQ-186 terrain-following, multimode 
radar. The helicopter night-vision sys-
tem is the Raytheon AN/AAQ-16 (V-
22) FLIR, which is mounted on the nose. 
The glass cockpit is equipped with six 
night-vision goggle compatible displays 
including four  six inch-square color ac-
tive matrix liquid crystal multifunction 
displays, a shared control display unit 
and a standby flight display. 

The flight crew have a pilot’s night-vi-
sion system and a Honeywell integrated 
helmet display. The aircraft’s electronic 
warfare suite includes the ATK AN/
AAR-47 missile warning system, which 
consists of four electro-optic sensors 
with photomultipliers, a signal pro-
cessing unit and a cockpit display. The 
V-22 Osprey aircraft is equipped with a 
12.7mm turreted gun system• 

Ref text/Photo: www.boeing.com 

The US Air Force and US Navy variants are equipped with a Raytheon AN/APQ-186 
terrain-following, multimode radar
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JAPAN GETS E2D ADVANCED HAWKEYE

Northrop Grumman producing the AEW aircraft 

The E-2D is an all-weather, airborne 
early warning (AEW), command and 
control aircraft that will meet the Japa-
nese Defense Ministry’s requirements 
for a future airborne early warning 
platform, according to a statement it 
released. The aircraft will be produced 
at the company’s Aircraft Integration 
Center of Excellence in St. Augustine, 
Florida.

Under the $285,975,244 contract 
modification, Northrop Grumman 
will configure the Japanese E-2D air-
craft utilizing the same E-2D multi-
year production line used for U.S. air-
craft to allow for a more efficient and 
affordable delivery schedule. The E-2D 
is the world’s only in-production AEW 
aircraft.

Last November the Japan Ministry 
of Defense competitively selected the 
E-2D to fulfill an emerging next-gen-

eration AEW requirement.

Critical capability
“The E-2D will provide a critical capa-
bility that will serve as a force multipli-
er for the Japanese government,” said 
Jane Bishop, vice president, E-2D Ad-
vanced Hawkeye and C-2 Greyhound 
programs, Northrop Grumman. 

“First responders will be able to 
receive and act on information more 
quickly than before with greater air-
borne early warning capability and a 
networked communications system.”

The Japanese Air Self Defense Force 
has operated the E-2C Hawkeye since 
the late 1980s. The E-2C is also cur-
rently in use by Taiwan, France and 
Egypt.

Cornerstone of Sea Shield
The Advanced Hawkeye is the first 

platform in the distributed missile de-
fense network to detect a cruise missile 
launched from a ground-based mobile 
platform. Responding to this time-
critical threat, the Advanced Hawkeye, 
utilizing FORCEnet-enabled commu-
nications, alerts an Aegis missile cruis-
er of the launch and provides continu-
ous cueing information until the Aegis 
can destroy the missile. 

Simultaneously, collaborating with 
satellite intelligence, surveillance, and 
reconnaissance assets, the Advanced 
Hawkeye directs an unmanned aerial 
vehicle to precisely locate and identify 
the launch platform. 

As the airborne battle manager, the 
Advanced Hawkeye relays this infor-
mation to strike aircraft, which deliver 
precision-guided weapons to eliminate 
the launcher before it can reposition 
or launch a second attack. 

Northrop Grumman is to produce the first Japanese 
E-2D Advanced Hawkeye, it has been announced. It has 
received a U.S. Navy contract modification for non-re-
curring engineering and recurring support to configure 
the first Japanese E-2D Advanced Hawkeye.

Report

E-2D Carrier Landing - USS Harry S. Truman
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With a two-generation leap in ra-
dar technology and improved data 
processing and communications, the 
Advanced Hawkeye will be the foun-
dation for Theater Air Missile Defense, 
a key element of the U.S. Navy’s Sea 
Power 21 Sea Shield. In addition, the 
system will fulfill an ever-expanding 
role in Sea Strike, with improved de-
tection and tracking capability in lit-
toral and overland operations. 

Utilizing its open-architecture net-
work connectivity, it will be a key 
FORCEnet enabler and will provide 

the ability to coordinate Time-Critical 
Targeting and Time-Critical Strike op-
erations. 

Dynamic 
The Hawkeye’s performance in Op-
eration Enduring Freedom and Op-
eration Iraqi Freedom demonstrated 
how dynamic and flexible the weapon 
system is in a joint force battle engage-
ment. 

A superior team of more than 170 
world-class suppliers from around the 
country has been assembled to bring 

the finest manufacturing, engineer-
ing, avionics, and weapons systems 
development experts to the Advanced 
Hawkeye program with a special focus 
on migrating to commercial off-the-
shelf components. 

Crew inside the E-2D

E-2D top scoop

The Hawkeye’s 
performance 
in Operation 
Enduring Freedom 
and Operation 
Iraqi Freedom 
demonstrated 
how dynamic 
and flexible the 
weapon system 
is in a joint force 
battle engagement
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These industry leaders are work-
ing together to support the Advanced 
Hawkeye program throughout the 
transition from systems development, 
integration, and testing to successful 
fleet introduction of the Advanced 
Hawkeye.

Radar System and Rotodome 
Antenna 
Represented by Lockheed Martin, 
Northrop Grumman Electronic Sys-
tems, Raytheon, and L3 Communica-
tions Randtron. Key technological de-
velopments to the Advanced Hawkeye 
include modular Systems Develop-
ment, high Dynamic Range Receiv-
ers, advanced Solid State Transmitters, 
space-Time Adaptive Processing and 
electronically Scanned Array Technol-
ogy. 

Mission Systems 
Represented by Northrop Grumman, 
Lockheed Martin, and BAE SYS-
TEMS, in conjunction with key avion-
ics and mission systems suppliers, the 
following upgrades to the Advanced 

Hawkeye will be included: 
• Fully Integrated “All Glass” Tactical 
Cockpit 
• Advanced Identification Friend or 
Foe System 
• Mission Computer and Tactical 
Workstations 
• Electronic Support Measures En-
hancements 
• Modernized Communications and 
Data Link Suite 

Propulsion and Aircraft Sys-
tems 
Represented by Rolls-Royce, Ham-
ilton Sundstrand, and numerous 
other aircraft electrical, mechanical, 
component, and structure suppliers, 
the improvements to the Advanced 
Hawkeye include: 
• Engine and Propeller Modifica-
tions 
• High Capacity Electrical Generat-
ing System 
• Equipment Cooling and Pressuri-
zation Elements 
• Aircraft Wiring, Composites, and 
Structures

Aerial Refuelling
Northrop Grumman along with the 
US Navy have successfully conduct-
ed the critical design review (CDR) 
for the E-2D Advanced Hawkeye 
Aerial Refuelling (AR) system last 
year.

Approval of this critical milestone 
demonstrates design maturity and 
acknowledgement that the program 
is ready to transition to the build/test 
phase. CDR also moves the program 
closer to installing this capability on 
new production aircraft. The E-2D 
aircraft already in service will be 
retrofitted with the aerial refuelling 
capability.

Capable of managing a reliable 
communications network between 
widely dispersed nodes, the aircraft 
is designed to conduct airborne 
strikes, land force support and res-
cue operations. The upgrades in-
clude modifications to the fuel sys-
tem to accommodate a refuelling 
probe, long endurance and field-
of-view-enhancing seats, formation 
lights to improve visibility and air 
space orientation between the E-2D 
Advanced Hawkeye and its refuel-
ling tanker and flight control system 
software enhancements to improve 
aircraft handling during refuelling 
operations. 

Installation of the developmen-
tal Aerial Refuelling subsystem and 
flight-test instrumentation onto the 
E2D test aircraft will commence in 
the second quarter of 2016 at North-
rop Grumman’s St. Augustine man-
ufacturing facility. Flight-testing for 
the AR-equipped E-2D test aircraft 
is planned for 2017, with Initial Op-
erational Capability (IOC) expected 
in 2020•

E-2D Tail
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Vehicle designed with key communication components

L-ATV Delivers a “Net Ready” Mobile Command 
Center with C4ISR Integration

Report
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Oshkosh Defense combines a proven 
history of vehicle design with extensive 
C4ISRand systems integration capa-
bilities to enhance the user experience 
and maximize overall system perfor-
mance.  All design and integration is 
performed in-house assuring greater 
efficiency and overall system perfor-
mance. The Oshkosh Net Ready solu-
tion fully integrates the following ele-
ments:

• Weapon systems
• Exportable power
• IED defeat
• Navigation
• Situational awareness
• Communication and control
The Oshkosh Light Combat Tactical 

All-Terrain Vehicle (L-ATV)is a great 
example of a platform that has scal-
able C4ISR capability and architecture 
to support a wide variety of mission 
configurations. The L-ATV is designed 
from the ground up to meet the scala-
bility, flexibility, and reliability require-

ments of the military’s next generation 
vehicle. 

Communications systems and 
equipment bolted-on in a moderniza-
tion effort after the fact can degrade 
the design integrity of the vehicle, 
compromising the safety of troops who 
depend on the vehicle to get them to 
the fight. With the Oshkosh L-ATV, 
the vehicle systems are designed with 
key communication components in 
mind right from the start, optimizing 
the performance of the vehicle and its 
equipment.  

The OshkoshL-ATV is designed with 
the versatility to integrate a wide-range 
of C4 equipment for today’s missions 
and adapt to tomorrow’s demands.

Scalability: Designedwith future re-
quirements and technologies in mind, 
the L-ATV is wired for current and fu-
ture C4 suites.  The L-ATV is scalable 
and able to accommodate multiple ex-
pansion packages with its existing in-
frastructure.

Flexibility: Future battlefields repre-
sent many unknowns.  C4I suites can 
be installed on the L-ATV at the field 
level, allowing the user to reconfigure 
the vehicle for individual mission set 
requirements.

Readiness: When the mission chang-
es, the Oshkosh L-ATV can quickly 
adaptand reconfigure the components 
to meet the requirements right in the 
field, which optimizes fleet readiness.

Oshkosh’s dedicated team of C4ISR 
experts works with customers on over-
all vehicle system design and C4ISR 
equipment placement to meet the 
demands of operations, visibility, er-
gonomics and process simplification 
between multiple systems. The L-ATV 
delivers a Net Ready mobile command 
center with C4ISR integration that is 
designed to seamlessly incorporate a 
wide-range of communications, sur-
veillance, weapons systems and ex-
portable power. The Oshkosh L-ATV 
is Net Ready for your mission today•

Battlefields of the future will generate an unpredictable 
combination of terrain, tactics and threats.  And the intro-
duction of new threats will continue to accelerate – from 
months to days.  Warfighters need to stay connected wherev-
er their mission takes them. Net Ready maximizes the Com-
mand, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, 
Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (C4ISR)capability for 
maritime, air, and ground forces to interoperate and com-
municate as a joint force. Whether it is a border security 
or a reconnaissance operation, ground troops require situ-
ational awareness, long range surveillance, shot detection, 
and silent watch power systems to execute mobile targeting. 
In parallel, maritime forces need shore-based firepower ca-
pabilities to successfully execute their missions.

The OshkoshL-ATV is designed with the versatility to in-
tegrate a wide-range of C4 equipment for today’s missions 
and adapt to tomorrow’s demands
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Air France to Upgrade 4 A330s with PAVES 
The new system offers greater efficiency and flexible features

Air France Industries will soon up-
grade four of its Airbus A330 aircraft 
for one of its customers with Rock-
well Collins’ PAVES™ Passenger Ser-
vices System (PSS). The standalone, 
cost-effective reading light and cabin 
crew call system with USB charging 
port brings several benefits, includ-
ing a significant reduction in air-
craft weight.

Depending on the system it replaces, 
PAVES PSS can bring weight savings that 
exceed 1,000 pounds, saving millions of 
dollars annually from a significant reduc-
tion in fuel cost. Other benefits of up-
grading to PAVES PSS include - flexibility 
to operate as an independent system or 
with a variety of passenger entertainment 
solutions, including wireless, connectivity 
or overhead IFE such as PAVES Broad-
cast. It also offers greater efficiency, as it 
requires much less power to operate than 
legacy systems and improved reliability 
resulting in a noticeable reduction in re-
curring maintenance costs.

“Our PSS provides a long-lasting solu-
tion to ensure that twin-aisle cabins are 
equipped for the future,” said Greg Irmen, 
Vice President and General Manager, 
Flight Controls and Information Systems 
for Rockwell Collins. “A big challenge 
airlines face with legacy reading light 
and cabin call systems is dealing with 
obsolescence. With PSS, airlines can rest 
easier knowing they can meet regulatory 
requirements and keep their aircraft in 
service.”

PAVES PSS – Offering Wide 
Range of Solutions
PAVES PSS is part of Rockwell Collins’ 
complete portfolio of PAVES IFE and 

Rockwell Collins PAVES-Passenger 
Services System

connectivity 
solutions that meet 
the passenger engagement needs of any 
airline, including seat-centric IFE, broad-
cast and wireless IFE, high-speed broad-
band connectivity, moving map and pas-
senger services systems—all from one 
company. 

Rockwell Collins developed the first-
generation PAVES Broadcast system to 
make the transition from the analog to 
the digital world smooth, reducing size, 
weight and power consumption while 
freeing up cabin crew to do what it does 
best - take care of passengers. 

The PAVES Broadcast has an intuitive 
touch screen capability at the control pan-
el, also enabling on-board configuration 
and featuring HD-capable media server. 
For customers of the Boeing Sky Interior, 
the PAVES Broadcast platform is HD ca-
pable all the way to the display, with a 12-
inch Widescreen Hi-Definition Overhead 
Monitor available. 

The system provides up to an 85 per 
cent reduction in volume, a 70 per cent re-

duction in weight, a 75 per cent re-
duction in power and six times 

greater reliability, resulting 
in reduced repair costs 

over analog systems. 
Also, Airshow, the 

cutting-edge mov-
ing map product, is 
embedded into the 
PAVES Broadcast 
digital server – no 

additional hardware 
required. Additionally, 

the 160 GB of storage 
capacity allows storage of 

at least two play periods of a 
diverse range of information and 

entertainment content. The server au-
tomatically selects the new content when 
the new play period starts. 

To maximize efficiency and ease of use, 
the system has dynamic scripting func-
tionality, which allows predefining time- 
and route-appropriate content profiles for 
each destination. Whether it is a two- or 
five-hour flight, the system automatically 
delivers perfectly suited content – without 
any crew intervention. 

With an easy-to-use, intuitive interface, 
and on-the-fly configuration control, the 
touch-screen Entertainment Control Pan-
el provides space and weight savings while 
also reducing workload for the cabin crew 
and maintenance teams. 

Further, choosing the optional SRS 
WOW HD™ audio enhancement feature 
brings a fully immersive, surround-sound 
effect to the passengers’ entertainment 
experience. It optimally tunes the perfor-
mance of all headphones and ear buds – 
whether airline or passenger supplied. It 
adds richer, fuller sound to the PAVES 
Broadcast in-flight entertainment•
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St Kinetics to offer unparalleled 8x8 wheeled armoured platform 

TERREX 2’S  SUPERIOR MOBILITY, SURVIVABILITY 

The TERREX 2 is a cutting-
edge 8x8 wheeled armoured 
vehicle, encompassing superior 
mobility, innovative survivabil-
ity solutions and network cen-
tricity that enhances the capa-
bilities of armed forces to fight 
as a mobile, networked force.  
Being ST Kinetics’ most innova-
tive design to date, the TERREX 
2 is equally lethal and highly 
survivable in both land and lit-
toral missions.

“ST Kinetics’ TERREX 2 is capable 
of meeting the most demanding and 
challenging requirements of global 
armed forces for a highly advanced, 
mobile and protected 8x8 wheeled 
armoured platform.  The advent of 
TERREX 2 with its class-leading in-
novations is testament to ST Kinetics’ 
ability to tap on its deep experience 
and expertise to offer an unparal-
leled 8x8 wheeled armoured platform 
to the world,” according to Winston 
TOH, Chief Marketing Officer, ST 
Kinetics

The TERREX 2’s class-leading de-
sign grants it superior mobility, sur-
vivability and technological integra-
tion that allows it to be survivable on 
land and in water.  Its uniquely shaped 
hull and innovative swim systems al-
low the TERREX 2 to be nimble in 
littoral operations, achieving speed 
beyond 6 knots and survivable up to 
Sea State 4 conditions.  The vehicle is 
actually performing sea trials, and its 
particular hydrodynamic hull design 
could allow it to achieve swimming 
speeds of up to 11 km/h in high water 

conditions.
With All-Wheel steering capability, 

the TERREX 2’s advanced driveline 
design accords it superior manoeu-
vrability and a tight turning radius 
to overcome challenging terrain and 
grants it agility in urban operations.

Highly protected
The TERREX 2’s first-in-class V-over-V 
design is highly protected against mine 
and IED blasts, while maximising crew 
space without sacrificing the payload 
capability of the vehicle.  This design 
comprises two V-shaped hull sections: 
a lower section mounted over the driv-
etrain and suspension system, and a 
upper one which protects crew and 

troop 

compartments. 
Integrating smart vetronics solutions 

like customisable driver touch-screen 
dashboard displays, all-round surveil-
lance system, closed hatch driving sys-
tem and vehicle navigation, the TER-
REX 2 enables unmatched situational 
awareness for the crew even when op-
erating close-hatched. 

Designed to maximise space for crew 
and equipment, the TERREX 2 seats 
14 (including driver and commander) 
with adequate space for mission loads 
as required.  Its weight efficient design 
also means it has outstanding payload 
capability, allowing for flexible con-
figurations of protection and weapon 
solutions.  The TERREX 2 is able to in-
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tegrate advanced weapon systems like 
remote weapon systems armed with 
30mm cannon.

New armoured platform
The Terrex 2 is about 8 m long, 3.6m 
wide and has a height less than three 
meters. The vehicle has a maximum 
payload of up to 9,000 kg and can car-
ry up to 14 soldiers (two crew and 12 
troops). 

This new armoured platform is pow-
ered by a six-cylinder Caterpillar C9.3 
diesel engine generating 525HP (Euro 
Spec) or 600HP, coupled to a Allison 
4500SP six-speed wide ratio automatic 
gearbox. The Terrex 2 is said to reach 
speeds up to 90 km/h on road. 

As other vehicles of the same class, 
armament options of the Terrex 2 in-
clude roof-mounted remote weapon 
station armed with a 12.7 mm heavy 
machinegun or a co-axial 7.62 mm 
machine gun, as well as a 40 mm auto-
matic grenade launcher. Heavier arma-

ment is also available, such as 30 mm 
automatic cannon. 

Terrex 2 is proposed in four main 
variants: trooper (APC), command 
post, engineer, and ambulance. 

The United States Marine Corps ‘ 
(USMC) selected the TERREX 2 for 
the next phase of evaluation for its 
Amphibious Combat Vehicle (ACV) 

1.1 program, comprising 13 vehicles 
to be tested over the next two years . 
The TERREX 2 is one of two vehicles 
selected by USMC.

Together with partner Science Ap-
plications International Corporation 
(SAIC), ST Kinetics now moves into 
the engineering and manufacturing 
development of the ACV 1.1 program•

The United 
States Marine 
Corps selected 
the TERREX 
2 for the 
next phase of 
evaluation for 
its Amphibious 
Combat Vehicle 
1.1 program

TERREX 2 with 30mm Remote Weapon Station 

The Terrex 2 is about 8 m long, 3.6m wide and has a height less than three meters
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AIRBUS ATLAS ON THE MAP
Benchmarks tactical airlifter with next generation A400M

Britain’s Royal Air Force has 
taken delivery of the first Airbus 
A400M. The arrival of ZM400 
heralds the staged delivery of a 
further 21 aircraft, in a schedule 
expected to be complete by 2019. 

With the future forces likely to be re-
liant on bulky, heavy protected mobility 
vehicles and humanitarian operations 
looking to deliver relief more quickly 
to more remote or desolate regions, the 
Atlas requirement was: ‘to deliver what 
you can’t get into a Hercules into land-
ing zones that a C-17 can’t get into’.

Atlas is coming into service as the 
second Tranche replacement for the 
C130K to provide a tactical air lift and 
strategic oversize lift capability.

Although the RAF will employ the 
A400M’s strategic reach and impressive 
payload capacity by initially operating 
it in the strategic air transport role, At-
las is primarily a tactical airlifter. 

Its tactical capabilities will be de-
veloped over the next eight years as 
it assumes the roles performed by 
the Lockheed Martin C-130J Hercu-
les prior to the C-130’s planned retire-
ment from RAF service in 2022.

Number LXX Squadron is the first 
operational Airbus A400M Atlas 
Squadron. The Squadron stood-up 
in an administrative and engineering 
support capacity in October 2014. In 
September 2015 the Squadron began 
air transport tasking with its small, but 
growing cadre of trained aircrew.

The Airbus A400M Atlas isn’t a C-
17A Globemaster III and (although 
the visuals are closer) nor is it C-130 
Hercules - but then it isn’t supposed to 
be! 

Atlas is designed and scheduled to 
replace the C-130J in the tactical air 
transport and special forces’ support 
roles and to complement Voyager and 
the C-17 in providing air mobility to 
the Future Forces.

Combat operations
As with all air mobility aircraft, one of 

the most important features of A400M 
Atlas is the cargo bay. The A400M is 
capable of carrying up to 37 tonnes of 
payload with the cargo hold dimen-
sions optimised for carriage of heavy 
vehicles, helicopters or cargo pallets 
along the central cargo area and troops 
seated at either side. 

For combat operations, Atlas can car-
ry protected vehicles with side armour 
and top-mounted guns fitted allowing a 
deploying force to arrive ready to fight. 
In the humanitarian role, it can deploy 
a mobile crane or an excavator and 
large dump truck for clearing earth-
quake sites.

Each Atlas main landing gear unit 
consists of three independent struts 
with twin wheel and brake assemblies 
and is designed to operate in rugged 
terrain and to evenly distribute ground 
loads into the fuselage structure. 

Braking is provided through 12 mul-
ti-disc carbon brakes units which are 
at the heart of the aircraft’s impressive 
short-field performance.

Atlas will often find itself operating 
from austere or unprepared surfaces 
and with rudimentary loading vehicles. 
In these circumstances, the air load-

A400M Water Ingestion Test
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master, can manipulate the landing gear 
to make the aircraft ‘kneel’ and ‘roll’ in 
order to make load transfers easier and 
faster. 

Symmetrical kneeling of the main 
landing gear legs is used to adjust the 
height and longitudinal inclination of 
the cargo hold floor. Asymmetrical roll-
ing can be used to compensate for differ-
ences in shock absorber compression, or 
when the aircraft is parked on uneven 
ground.

Global leader
The wings for all 174 Atlas aircraft will 
be made in Filton near Bristol and ben-
efit from the UK’s position as a global 
leader in wing design and technology. 
Advanced 3D computational fluid dy-
namics has been used to optimise the 
wing shape, resulting in a low drag de-
sign which permits a high cruise speed 
of Mach 0.72, without compromising 
low speed performance and handling. 

But it is not just the shape of the wing 
which is ‘special’. The wing forms part of 
about 30% of the Atlas structure which 
is made of composite materials. This in-
cludes the wings’ 19m skin panels which 
are the largest ever produced and, for the 

first time in history, a main spar which is 
made from composites. 

The extensive use of composite mate-
rial enables Atlas to be much lighter and 
enhances the aircraft’s performance both 
in terms of range and payload.

One of the key elements of the At-
las’s versatility is its all-new, specifically 
designed three-shaft turboprop engine 
with iconic scimitar-shaped, eight-blad-
ed propellers. 

At 11,000 shp, the ‘TP400’ is the most 
powerful turboprop in production. It al-
lows a wide range of speeds and flight 
levels and offers extremely efficient fuel 
consumption. Four of these turboprops 
allow Atlas to operate at altitudes as high 
as 37,000 ft at speeds up to Mach 0.72. 
At the other end of the ‘envelope’, the 
A400M can safely operate at 110 kt at 
low level to drop equipment and sup-
plies.

Symetrical airflow 
One of the most notable differences be-
tween Atlas and other turboprop aircraft 
is that the two propellers on each wing 
turn in opposite directions (towards 
each other). This ‘Down Between the 
Engines’ counter-rotation produces a 

more symmetrical airflow over the wing, 
which improves lift, aircraft handling 
and stability. 

The Atlas cockpit comes fully loaded 
with pilot’s ‘toys’. It features Head-up-
Dispays(HUD) which provide the pilots 
with all primary flight information to-
gether with eight large interchangeable 
LCD head-down displays. 

There is also an Enhanced Vision Sys-
tem (EVS) based on Forward Looking 
Infra Red (FLIR) technology which, in 
low visibility conditions can project an 
image of the environment in front of the 
aircraft onto the HUD.

Collaborative venture
Operated by two pilots and a Weapons 
Systems Operator (Crewman) (WSOp 
(Cmn)), the aircraft has the ability to 
carry a 25-tonne payload over 2,000nm 
to established and remote civilian and 
military airfields, or by landing on short, 
unprepared or semi-prepared strips.

The A400M, which is a collaborative 
venture involving the governments and 
industries of six European countries, 
will support the deployment of the Joint 
Rapid Reaction Force and will give the 
RAF a tactical and strategic-airlift air-

A400M Flares
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craft capable of supporting all three ser-
vices and be interoperable with other 
nations.

The aircraft will be capable of carry-
ing a load of 25 tonnes over a range of 
2000nmls at speeds comparable with 
pure-jet military transports. 

The two-pilot flight deck crew will 
have the benefit of an integrated, digi-
tal avionics system in the cockpit and a 
fly-by-wire control system. Additional 
systems will provide a night-vision-com-
patible glass cockpit complete with two 
head-up displays supported by at least 
five multi-function displays that will 
allow state-of-the-art avionics develop-
ments to be incorporated to the flight-

deck design, so greatly reducing crew 
workload.

The aircraft will be driven by four Eu-
roprop International (EPI) turboprop 
engines, which will be the most power-
ful turboprops developed to date in the 
western world, they will be lighter, easy 
to maintain and will consume 20% less 
fuel per mission relative to a similar tur-
bofan engine.

A modern Defensive Aids Suite will be 
fitted, incorporating radio and infra-red 
frequency detectors, electronic-counter-
measure equipment and chaff/flare dis-
pensers. 

The cargo bay of the ATLAS will 
be controlled by one air loadmaster 

and can be configured for a number of 
roles: pure troop carrying, or a mixture 
of troops and support equipment; pal-
letised cargo or military wheeled and 
tracked two attack helicopters such as 
the Apache or Puma; or a mixture of 
light and heavy engineering equipment•

Ref Text / Photos:
www.airbusdefenceandspace.com
www.raf.mod.uk

Formation flight of five A400Ms

A400M refuels two F-18 fighters simultaneously

Atlas can carry 
protected 
vehicles with 
side armour 
and top-
mounted guns 
fitted allowing 
a deploying 
force to arrive 
ready to fight

CAN oNe AirCrAft 
do the work  
of three?

the A400M – MULti-tASkiNG where it’S Needed MoSt. 

You asked for an aircraft that could deliver heavy cargoes over 
considerable distances. You asked for one to land payloads 
wherever they are needed (and we do mean wherever). You 
asked for another that could refuel air-to-air. In the A400M we 
give you all three. It is the only plane to combine these critical 
capabilities and offers proof that one size can quite literally fit all. 
Find out more at airbusds.com/A400M
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ADSB Signs MoU with Drydocks World
The collaboration will create an industrial entity to 
strengthen maritime projects

Abu Dhabi Ship Building 
PJSC (ADSB), one of the lead-
ing providers of construction, re-
pair and refit services for naval, 
military and commercial vessels, 
and Drydocks World, the inter-
national service provider to the 
shipping, offshore, oil, gas and 
energy sector, recently signed a 
Memorandum of Understanding 
(MoU) to create an industrial 
entity to strengthen maritime 
projects in the UAE and across 
the GCC.

Dr. Khaled Al Mazrouei, Chief Ex-
ecutive Officer of ADSB and Dr. C.S 
Kim, President and Chief Operating 
Officer of Drydocks World, signed the 
agreement to establish a strategic part-
nership to support the local maritime 
services and industries. The MoU aims 
to enhance knowledge transfer and ca-
pabilities exchange between the two 
companies and is the basis for future 
cooperation agreements.

Al Mazrouei said, “This agreement is 
a testament of ADSB’s regional naval 
and commercial maritime expertise. We 
are excited to partner with Drydocks 
World. It will open new horizons for es-
tablishing cooperation between our two 
companies, and will support the na-
tional economy in maritime services. I 
am confident in the success of our new 
partnership offering best-in-class naval 
and commercial vessel maintenance 
services to the GCC and beyond.”

“Drydocks World is investing in qual-
ity management systems to improve 
efficacy of our navigational and mari-

time services that will shape the future 
of the industry, locally and internation-
ally,” said Dr. Kim. “Our strategy is to 
promote the value of quality and be-
come an even more globally competi-
tive company. Together with ADSB we 
will offer the best international quality 
for years to come.”

ADSB and Drydocks World will work 
together to achieve strategic growth 
in the UAE maritime sector. This is in 
line with the UAE leadership’s vision 
to achieve distinction in this sector via 
acquiring more projects of mutual in-
terest.  

ADSB provides construction, repair 
and refit services for naval, military 
and commercial vessels. Established in 
1996 and headquartered in Abu Dhabi, 
ADSB was originally formed to support 
the repairs and refits of UAE Navy ves-
sels. Joint ventures and service agree-
ments with world-renowned companies 
allow ADSB to provide world-class sup-

port services to GCC maritime security 
forces. 

On the other hand, Drydocks World-
Dubai has become a leading provider 
of marine and offshore services to the 
shipping, oil, gas and energy sectors. 
Drydocks World has received numer-
ous awards and accolades including 
consecutively winning the prestigious 
Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum 
Business Award 2015 in the manufac-
turing category, which is the highest 
level of national recognition for busi-
ness performance excellence in the 
UAE. In addition, Drydocks World has 
been honored with the prestigious “5 
Star” rating from British Safety Council 
and the BSC Sword of Honor for the 
past 11 years, as well as the Internation-
al Business Excellence Award – 2015 for 
Innovative solutions and the Interna-
tional Seatrade Awards- 2015 for Clean 
Shipping •

ADSB & Drydocks MOU Signing 
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NASA Selects Orbital ATK to Deliver Cargo to ISS

CRS-2 contract includes initial order for six cargo mis-
sions valued at $1.5 billion

Orbital ATK recently an-
nounced that it has been selected 
by NASA for a second contract to 
provide commercial cargo deliv-
ery and disposal services to and 
from the International Space 
Station (ISS). 

Under the Commercial Resupply Ser-
vices-2 (CRS-2) contract, the company 
was awarded six initial cargo missions, 
valued at about US$1.2-$1.5 billion, to 
be carried out beginning 2019. Depend-
ing on the spacecraft/launch vehicle con-
figurations used, these initial missions 
will deliver approximately 22,500-26,500 
kilograms of supplies and equipment to 
the orbiting laboratory. Later in the con-
tract, NASA may award additional mis-
sions for the 2021-2024 period based on 
operational requirements of the ISS.

For the upcoming CRS-2 missions, 
Orbital ATK’s Cygnus™ spacecraft can 
be carried into orbit by either the com-
pany’s upgraded Antares™ launch vehi-
cle or United Launch Alliance’s Atlas 
V rocket. This option enables NASA 
to better tailor future missions to meet 
specific ISS operational requirements, as 
well as demonstrating the flexibility of 
the Cygnus spacecraft for cargo supply 
to the ISS.

David W. Thompson, Orbital ATK’s 
President and Chief Executive Officer 
said, “With our flexible cargo delivery 
system now up and running, our team 
is well prepared to deliver essential sup-
plies to the International Space Station 
for years to come.”

Orbital ATK has already delivered ap-

proximately 7,300 kilograms of cargo 
to the ISS during four successful mis-
sions since 2013. Its next CRS mission 
(called “OA-6”) is scheduled for launch 
in March aboard an Atlas V rocket from 
Cape Canaveral, Florida. The OA-6 mis-
sion will again utilize an enhanced Cyg-
nus spacecraft capable of carrying over 
40 per cent more cargo by incorporating 
a larger pressurized cargo module than 
the previous design. For the upcoming 
mission, Cygnus will deliver approxi-
mately 3,500 kilograms of cargo to the 
ISS.

Frank Culbertson, President of Or-
bital ATK’s Space Systems Group said, 
“Our goal for both CRS-1 and CRS-2 
remains unchanged, which is to support 
the needs of the crew members aboard 
the ISS with 100 per cent mission suc-
cess and schedule certainty.”

For all upcoming missions under the 
CRS-1 and CRS-2 contracts, Orbital 
ATK will use the enhanced Cygnus de-
sign. In addition to its larger pressur-

ized cargo module that allows increased 
cargo capacity, the enhanced Cygnus in-
corporates high-performance UltraFlex™ 
solar arrays designed and manufactured 
by the company’s Space Components 
Division in Goleta, California.

“By utilizing the flexibility of our Cyg-
nus spacecraft, combined with a mixed 
fleet of launch vehicles, Orbital ATK is 
providing NASA a complete portfolio of 
mission options to fulfill their cargo de-
livery needs,” added Culbertson.

CRS-2 missions to be launched aboard 
the company’s upgraded Antares rocket 
will originate from the Mid-Atlantic 
Regional Spaceport (MARS) located at 
NASA’s Wallops Flight Facility in east-
ern Virginia. With support from NASA 
and Orbital ATK, MARS has complet-
ed repairs and upgrades to the Pad 0A 
launch complex for compatibility with 
the new Antares configuration. The up-
graded Antares will provide increased 
lift capacity to enable greater payloads as 
compared to the original design •

Orbital ATK’s Cygnus cargo spacecraft
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The French Defense Procure-
ment Agency (DGA) has ordered 
seven additional Tiger HAD at-
tack helicopters, bringing to 67 
the total number of Tigers that 
will eventually be operated by the 
French Army Aviation. The addi-
tional Tigers will be delivered in 
2017-2018.  Airbus Helicopters 
was awarded the contract. 

“The French Army Aviation have put 
the Tiger to the test in multiple theatres 
and the aircraft has proved essential to 
the success of their missions,” says Guil-
laume Faury, President and CEO of Air-
bus Helicopters. “This additional order 
for seven Tiger HAD is a clear indica-
tion of its performance and we are proud 
to be able to support the French armed 
forces in their most demanding opera-
tions.” 

 The Tiger HAD is Airbus Helicopter’s 
multi-role attack helicopter. It is designed 
to perform armed reconnaissance, air or 
ground escort, air-to-air combat, ground 

firing support, destruction and anti-tank 
warfare, day or night and in adverse con-
ditions.

The Tiger attack helicopter has proven 
its capabilities during operational de-
ployments in Afghanistan, the Central 
African Republic, Somalia, Libya and 
Mali. The enhanced Tiger HAD variant 
provides air-to-ground missile capability, 
improved target acquisition and ballistic 
protection, 14 percent more power, an 
evolved electronic warfare suite, and the 
latest interrogation systems.

While deployments in Afghanistan 
and Libya have come to an end, Tigers 
are still supporting missions in Sahel 
where, despite the hostile operating con-
ditions, the helicopter has shown a very 
high level of availability and logged more 
than 2,000 flight hours since the start of 
deployment in January 2013. 

High survivability
With its flat and narrow silhouette the 
Tiger HAD’s advantages include low de-
tectability, low vulnerability, high surviv-
ability, high agility and manoeuvrabil-

ity making it the attack helicopter best 
adapted to both symmetric and asym-
metric battlefields with unique capabili-
ties whether for air-to-ground or air-to-
air combat.

 It is equipped with an extremely ac-
curate 30mm turret cannon and a range 
of wing-mounted missiles and rockets 
together with a highly efficient electronic 
warfare system. The Tiger HAD is also 
navalised and can be fully operated from 
sea, as was demonstrated in 2011 by the 
French Army Aviation operating off the 
Libyan coastline. 

The Tiger is a key asset in any opera-
tion, whether for direct combat or escort 
missions. It can be deployed anywhere 
thanks to its robustness and simplicity of 
use. It is easy to maintain and does not 
require heavy infrastructure. 

To date, Airbus Helicopters has deliv-
ered more than 120 Tiger helicopters to 
France, Germany, Spain and Australia 
and the aircraft has accumulated more 
than 68,000 flying hours.

With its tandem-seat glass cockpit lay-
out, both the pilot in the forward posi-

CLAWS OF THE TIGER
France to operate 67 Tiger HAD copters

Report

The enhanced Tiger HAD variant provides air-to-ground missile capability, improved target acquisition and bal-
listic protection, 14 percent more power, an evolved electronic warfare suite, and the latest interrogation systems
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tion and the aft-seated gunner can man-
age the weapon systems and primary 
flight controls, switching roles if neces-
sary. 

Each crew member’s pair of multi-
function LCD displays is used to display 
sensor data and information on internal 
systems, as well as to interact with the 
aircraft’s systems. 

Agile
An additional display system is pro-
vided with the helmet-mounted display 
(HMD) which presents flight and fire 
data with digitally-enhanced optics to 
the flying pilot. The HMD also enables 
the gunner to interact with, and control, 
the on-board weapon systems and view 
targeting data.

The Tiger HAD is highly agile, benefit-
ting from a 13-meter, four-bladed hinge-
less main rotor. It is likewise powerful, 
thanks to two enhanced MTR390 tur-
boshaft engines.

Avionics incorporated on the Tiger 
HAD are the EUROGRID battlefield 
management and digital map display 
systems, integrated radio and satellite 
communications and data transfer links, 
an IFF transponder/interrogator, and a 
high-authority 4-axis digital automatic 
flight control system.

The gyro-stabilized roof-mounted 
sight has a TV camera, thermal imager, 
laser rangefinder, laser designator, and a 

laser spot tracker capable of simultane-
ously following up to four targets.

In addition, the Tiger HAD has com-
bat external fuel tanks for longer mission 
flight times, an extended flight domain 
in which Spike and Hellfire anti-tank 
missiles can be fired, and digital com-
munications for the modern digitized 
battlefield. 

Survivable
As demonstrated in operational de-
ployments, the Tiger HAD is easy to 
maintain. It does not require heavy in-
frastructure for maintenance operations 
– including engine change – and the 
need for manpower is limited by design.

The Tiger HAD’s agility during flight, 
combined with its flat and narrow sil-
houette, low radar infrared signature and 
passive weapon system, significantly re-
duce this helicopter’s vulnerability on the 
battlefield. 

Further enhancing survivability are the 
Tiger HAD’s ballistic protection, high 
crashworthiness and self-sealing tanks, 
and system architecture with designed-
in redundancies and segregation.

With its tandem-seat glass cockpit lay-
out, both the pilot in the forward posi-
tion and the aft-seated gunner can man-
age the weapon systems and primary 
flight controls, switching roles if neces-
sary. 

Each crew member’s pair of multi-
function LCD displays is used to display 
sensor data and information on internal 
systems, as well as to interact with the 
aircraft’s systems. 

An additional display system is pro-
vided with the helmet-mounted display 
(HMD) – which presents flight and fire 
data with digitally-enhanced optics to 
the flying pilot. The HMD also enables 
the gunner to interact with, and control, 
the on-board weapon systems and view 
targeting data•
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KRET SYSTEMS CAN HANDLE ANYTHING 
Russian firm develops unique electronic technologies based 
entirely on new principles

Russian electronic systems 
manufacturer Concern Radio-
Electronic Technologies (KRET) 
provides state-of-the-art elec-
tronic warfare and avionic sys-
tems that equip Russia’s front-
line combat aircraft, such as the 
Sukhoi Su-34 ‘Fullback’ strike 
platform. 

Igor Nasenkov, Deputy CEO of KRET 
told Nation Shield Journal that the com-
pany’s EW systems give Russian military 
a significant advantage against any other 
weapons system Russia might come up 
against. 

He says KRET’s latest electronic war-
fare technologies are entirely unique to 
Russia and this unique technology gives 
makes Russian troops a massive edge.

At the MAKS-2015 airshow, KRET 
announced the delivery of the newest 
EW systems to the Russian army such as 

the Moskva-1 electronic reconnaissance 
and control system, which carries out 
airspace radio intelligence at a distance 
of up to 400 km. The Moskva-1 system 
can accommodate more than seven elec-
tronic warfare components at once. The 
reconnaissance of targets takes place in a 
passive mode. 

Passive location doesn’t emit any sig-
nals, though incoming signals are pro-
cessed and analyzed for information. 
The coordinates of tracked targets are 
transmitted to the command center that 
distributes necessary information. Un-
like conventional radars, Moskva-1 re-
mains invisible to the enemy.

Another system showcased at the air-
show was the Rtut-BM multifunctional 
system that remotely interrupts projec-
tiles and missiles equipped with radio-
controlled detonators. This system can 
protect personnel and equipment across 
50 hectares and can provide effective 
electronic countermeasures against air-

craft and ground communication sys-
tems and radar. Rtut-BM is able to resist 
not only radio-controlled fuses. If neces-
sary, it can be used to suppress aircraft 
and ground based VHF transmitters and 
Hawkeye aircraft’s AWAC radar systems. 

Maximum damage
Nasenkov said, “Nowadays almost 
all multiple rocket launchers are 
equipped with radio-controlled fus-
es. This is done so that the warhead is 
not detonated by hitting the ground, 
but is detonated remotely, several 
meters before reaching the ground, 
thus causing maximum damage to 
personnel and equipment. But when 
Rtut-BM is at work, it covers the area 
with its “avionics cap” so that rock-
ets explode at an altitude of 200-300 
meters and there is no damage to the 
troops.” 

At the airshow, KRET also deliv-
ered Rychag-AV to the armed forc-

Moskva-1 and Rtut-BM delivered to the Russian Army
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es. It’s a helicopter based, electronic 
warfare system. It can determine the 
type of target, identify type and level 
of threat and suppress the enemy’s 
most vital radar systems.

The Rychag-AV active jamming 
station can completely “blind” the 
enemy within a radius of several 
hundred kilometers. In addition, the 
system stores information about mil-
itary equipment and can determine 
the type of target and select the most 
effective form of interference for it.

The Mi-8MTPR-1 helicopter, 
which KRET delivered to the Rus-
sian armed forces last year, with the 
Rychag system onboard, is intended 
to conduct radio reconnaissance and 
suppress command and control sys-
tems of enemy weapons. It is capable 
of protecting airplanes, helicopters, 
drones, ground vehicles, and ships 
from air attacks. 

Another type of mobile EW sys-
tems delivered by KRET to the 
Russian military was the Krasukha 
family of EW systems with radio in-
terference. The Krasukha electronic 
warfare system allows suppressing 
space based reconnaissance systems, 
as well as all airborne radars of pi-
loted aircraft, drones, cruise missiles, 
and reconnaissance aircraft, includ-

KRET started production of the export version of the radar of the helicopter Mi-28N 
delivered to Algeria and Iraq

KRET product at Helirussia

KRET Vitebsk electronic warfare system allows an airplane or helicopter to “see” in a radius of several hundred kilometers
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ing the renowned AWACS

Evolutionary development
At the Army-2015 exhibition, KRET 
launched a helmet-mounted targeting 
and display system that replaces multi-
ple devices. Nasenkov said, “This is an 
evolutionary development of the heads-
up display, meaning that you can look 
at the equipment and indicators that are 
projected onto the glass of the visor.”

The helmet is also equipped with a 
large number of sensors that respond 
to the pilot’s head movements and, de-
pending on where he turns his head, 
projects onto the visor the information 
that he needs at the moment. This ena-
bles him, among other things, to select 
and hone in on targets. The pilot only 
has to press the right buttons on his 
handle.

Nasenkov added, “All military equip-
ment made in Russia – whether land, 
sea and air based – has radar interro-
gators and transponders. So when, for 
example, a combat aircraft is flying over 
a battlefield, its on-board ‘Password’ or 
‘Guardian’ systems allow the pilot to see 
who is a ‘friend’ and who is a ‘foe’ and 
the system automatically marks objects 
with the right color.” The glasses in the 
helmet project virtual images of a battle 

and Nasenkov said that the color system 
could easily be integrated into it.

KRET is known to export many of its 
products, particularly Russian combat 
aircraft and helicopters. “Traditional 
buyers of Russian weapons and military 
equipment, such as countries of the CIS, 
Latin American, African, and Asia-Pa-
cific regions, have also expressed inter-
est in our electronic warfare systems. 
We already have received requests from 
a number of governments, which I can’t 
name. But these contracts are very seri-
ous–we are talking about billions of dol-
lars,” said Nasenkov.

The trends in the evolution of elec-
tronic warfare are about the same in 
Russia and abroad. There are several 
main vectors of electronic warfare sys-
tems development; the first is advanced 
EW systems for air and sea-based equip-
ment. The second is a constant trend to 
reduce weight and size characteristics 
of the systems while increasing their 
combat effectiveness. As the smaller and 
lighter the device is, the easier it is to in-
tegrate it into existing on-board equip-
ment. 

The third area which KRET is actively 
working on is to increase the range and 
versatility of its electronic warfare sys-
tems. Today they are supplying the Rus-

sian military with multifunctional EW 
systems that provide a comprehensive 
impact on various physical fields and 
their effective range is hundreds of kil-
ometers.

Different doctrine
The Russian EW systems are different 
from their US counterparts, said Nasen-
kov, as ground based EW systems are 
not as widely developed in the US. He 
said, “This is explained by the history 
of US involvement in military conflicts. 
As it is known, they do not fight on 
their territory and are mainly involved 
in global or local military conflicts far 
from their borders.

“Therefore, they have never paid as 
much attention to the ground-based 
EW systems as we did. Perhaps, this 
is also dictated by the current military 
doctrine over there. We have a differ-
ent doctrine; it is defensive in nature, so 
our means of electronic intelligence and 
land-based control systems are very well 
developed. We can say as well as any-
where else in the world.”

Nasenkov said KRET is constantly 
monitoring the progress of their col-
leagues. “To our knowledge, the EW 
systems that we produce today, are best 
in quality and functionality. For exam-
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ple, we supply the Russian Air Force 
with Khibiny airborne radar jamming 
systems. These are cigar-shaped con-
tainers on the wingtips of the aircraft. 
They are fully integrated with the on-
board avionics of an aircraft and help 
to carry out combat missions in difficult 
conditions – under modern enemy air 
defense systems. 

“They increase survivability of com-
bat aircraft by 20-25 times. At the same 
time, I would like to stress that the cost 
of installed EW equipment, depending 
on an aircraft model, is only around 5-7% 
of the total cost of an airplane, and it raises 
the chance of survival by the dozen.”

In the case of a missile attack, Khibiny 
creates interference, causing enemy missiles 
to lose their target. This system increases 
the survivability of aircraft by 30 times. To-
day the Khibiny and Khibiny-M systems 
are installed on the latest Su-34 and Su-35 
Russian fighter jets. In addition, a modified 
version of the system has been created for 
the multipurpose Su-30SM aircraft. An ex-
port version has also been developed.

Vitebsk Electronic Warfare Sys-
tems, President-S
Last year, tests were carried out at Akh-
tubinsk airfield by firing 20 homing mis-
siles from the Igla MANPADS at a Mi-8 

Vitebsk can 
protect Russian 
planes and 
helicopters from 
anti-aircraft 
missiles

helicopter. Before they reached the heli-
copter, every missile abruptly changed 
course upward, with not one hitting its 
target. The helicopter was equipped with 
the Vitebsk electronic warfare system de-
veloped by KRET. This demonstrated that 
Vitebsk can protect Russian planes and 
helicopters from antiaircraft missiles.

The Vitebsk electronic warfare system 
allows an airplane or helicopter to “see” in 
a radius of several hundred kilometers. It 
can determine who is aiming at the heli-
copter, and after a missile is fired, can lead 
the missile elsewhere so it misses its tar-
get. This applies to all missiles, whether 
equipped with radar, infrared, or com-
bined guidance systems. When this sys-
tem is onboard, it can protect not only the 

helicopter or plane, but everything within 
a certain radius, forming an “electronic 
canopy” around the object being protected.

Vitebsk electronic warfare systems have 
passed all tests and have already been in-
stalled onboard various aircraft such as the 
Ka-52 Alligator helicopter, Su-25 attack 
aircraft, and the Mi-26 heavy transport 
helicopter. Vitebsk is primarily installed in 
helicopters and attack aircraft as they oper-
ate in the closest proximity to the enemy, 
and thus are more exposed to air defense 
attacks.

Additionally, the airborne defense sys-
tem President-S (BKO) has been designed 
to protect the aircraft from being hit by avi-
ation missiles, air defense and anti-aircraft 
artillery systems, which it counters by de-
tecting the existence of threats and counter 
attacking.

President-S is deployed with military 
transport aircraft like Il-76, military heli-
copters like Mi-28 and Ka-52, heavy trans-
port helicopters like Mi-26 and Russian 
President’s aircraft.

Nasenkov added, “We must continue 
our work and develop new systems 
based on entirely new principles. And 
we are working in this direction, creat-
ing advanced systems with fundamen-
tally new features•”
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DIGITAL SUPPLY CHAIN HERALDS EXCITING 
NEW ERA

Trend is huge benefit to aviation

Global supply chain leaders 
in every industry are embracing 
digital practices that are setting 
new standards and leaving com-
panies with traditional supply 
chains “in the dust”. 

This was stated recently by leading au-
thority in this area, David P. Storch, 
Chairman, President and CEO of AAR 
Corp one of the world’s largest inde-
pendent MRO and logistics providers. 

“This new digital supply chain is open-
ing a world of opportunities for a range 
of businesses with increased visibility 
and control, allowing them to be more 
flexible, responsive and efficient than 
ever before,” Storch says. 

It is made possible by a network of new 

technologies collectively called the Inter-
net of Things (IoT), which is supported 
by low cost, intelligent and connected 
sensors and increasingly sophisticated 
tools to process big data and analytics.

Most significantly, this trend affects 
every industry- from manufacturers 
and distributors to retailers and service 
providers-and transforms the companies 
that embrace it. It is particularly impor-
tant in aviation.

“Consumer products giant Unilever, 
for example, is using IoT to improve 
end-to-end visibility and support cen-
tralized logistics control to drive growth 
and efficiency. Unilever is counting on a 
more centralized structure, enabled by 
increased visibility, as a key to achieving 
a corporate goal to double the business. 

“The company’s accomplishments have 

been recognized by its third place rank-
ing on Gartner’s ‘Top 25 Supply Chains 
for 2015.”

Drive profitability
Fourth on Gartner’s list, tech giant In-
tel, is also relying on its supply chain to 
drive profitability, in this case by ena-
bling growth in new product markets. 
Recently, that has meant leveraging IoT 
to drive its competitive advantage in the 
marketplace by increasing responsive-
ness and agility.

The aviation industry also faces supply 
chain challenges, according to Storch.  
PwC’s global 2013 “Advancing Avia-
tion” maintenance, repair and overhaul 
(MRO) benchmarking study shows 50 
percent-60 percent of maintenance costs 
are driven by supply chain.

AAR Awarded Contract from Bell Helicopter Textron Inc. to Provide Logistics Support for T64 Engines
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PwC says: “Part-related delays can 
cost a mid-size to large airline $15 mil-
lion-$16 million annually. Best-in-class 
performers enjoy a 40 percent lower to-
tal supply chain cost... automation and 
process maturity play an important role.” 

That makes the digital supply chain, 
which can enable inventory cost savings, 
faster maintenance repairs and reduced 

AOG (aircraft on ground) time, critically 
important in the aviation industry. In-
dustry leaders are counting on increased 
visibility to instantly locate and dispatch 
needed parts, reducing delays while 
making optimum use of resources that 
are strategically positioned based on big 
data analytics.

And it’s the big data in aviation that’s 
helping to drive these improvements. To-
day’s aircraft are loaded with sensors that 
allow them to generate significant real-
time data, resulting in much-improved 
maintenance efficiencies. New-genera-
tion aircraft have essentially become “fly-
ing data networks,” producing extensive 

and incredibly valuable streams of per-
formance data.

In fact, the Boeing 787 transmits 28 
times more data inflight than the 777. 
Connect and integrate this and other 
data collected throughout the supply 
chain with processes, people, assets and 
knowledge, and today’s aviation digital 
supply chain is ready to provide what the 
aircraft need, where and when they need 
it, while making the most efficient use of 
the resources in the support network.

Storch says: “Such a massive amount 
of data would seem to be an increasing 
problem for support and logistics pro-
viders. But increasingly sophisticated 

“Advancing 
Aviation” 
maintenance, 
repair and 
overhaul (MRO) 
benchmarking 
study shows 50 
percent-60 percent 
of maintenance 
costs are driven by 
supply chain”

David Storch, CEO of AAR Corp Component Repair

Supply Chain
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analytical tools leverage airline big data 
to better understand performance and 
wear characteristics and better predict 
when, where and what parts airplanes 
may need. 

Comprehensive infrastructure
“Big data and the advanced analytics 
they have spawned are turning that chal-
lenge into opportunity. And pooling the 
huge sea of sensor data from operational 
aircraft and logistics information creates 
a truly comprehensive infrastructure that 
will drive predictive maintenance with 
ultimately support the digital supply 
chain structure of the future.

Few passengers actually understand 
the financial impact of airline delays 
and cancellations; GE estimates it is $45 
million a day. To reduce these costs and 
drive better results, Storch says it is criti-
cal to properly position and deploy the 
specialized and expensive parts required 
in aviation. 

Gleaning information from the digital 
supply chain to predict the best location 
to store such parts, and quickly move 
them to where they are needed, is the es-
sence of the efficiencies that makes these 
new technologies so impactful. But it re-
quires a broad-based body of knowledge 
for analysis, which in turn depends on 
having broad-based industry relation-

ships to garner such information.
AAR, as one of the world’s largest, in-

dependent MRO and logistics providers, 
enjoys the advantage of both due to a 
broad customer base, as well as extensive 
parts inventory database and warehouse 
pools to support the many types of air-
craft it services. 

“This affords us more data from that 
larger fleet to support the analytics and 
logistical planning that lead to high avail-
ability responsiveness,” says Storch.

“Thanks to the nature of our business, 
AAR is particularly well-positioned to 
be a leader in this digital transformation 
due to a long history in maintenance and 
support across airlines and aircraft types 
through third-party repair management 
programs.”

But big data is not enough, according 
to Storch, who says aviation must adopt 
new technologies, such as apps and web-
based platforms, for B2C functionality 
that B2B now expects. This includes sim-
ple and effective search, shopping cart 
buying and online tracking. 

Increase visibility
“AAR is launching apps, for example, 
that allow customers to check part order 
status, access documents for customs and 
even approve repairs via portable devices 
anywhere around the world, anytime, 

handily eliminating the delays and un-
certainty.”

For all businesses, the key benefit of 
the evolving “digital supply chain” is its 
ability to increase visibility and collabo-
ration among all of the global supply 
chain partners, including manufacturers, 
suppliers, distributors, logistics provid-
ers, repair facilities, asset owners, opera-
tors and technicians. 

From retailers who are quickly creating 
immersive multichannel marketing ex-
periences to manufacturers who are re-
tooling their plants to embrace automa-
tion, implementing digital supply chains 
to cut costs, improve inventory manage-
ment and increase speed to market are 
critical to a company’s success.

“For the aviation industry in particular, 
a flight path to tomorrow’s digital supply 
chain is imperative. The impact of infor-
mation and communication technolo-
gies on supply chain management will 
transform the very nature of the indus-
try through increased cost savings, im-
proved inventory management, reduced 
AOG and enhanced aircraft safety.

“More importantly, it allows us to pro-
vide better and safer service to our airline 
customers, allowing them to take their 
passengers where, and when, they want 
to go. And that means everyone wins”•

Airlift Aircraft Services - Lake Charles
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FLIR and DJI Announce Strategic Collaboration
FLIR Thermal Imaging will be integrated into DJI Zen-
muse XT Stabilized Camera

FLIR Systems recently an-
nounced a new technology 
collaboration with drone 
industry leader DJI Inno-
vations. Under the strategic 
arrangement, the compa-
nies also announced plans 
to develop their first joint 
product, the DJI Zenmuse 
XT stabilized camera featur-
ing FLIR’s thermal imaging 
technology for DJI’s Inspire 
1 and Matrice aerial plat-
forms.

Combining DJI’s Zenmuse sta-
bilized micro-gimbal technology, 
which has become a common plat-
form for demanding aerial cinema-
tography, with FLIR’s popular Tau 
2 thermal imaging camera core, 
the Zenmuse XT will expand the 
possibilities for commercial drone 
operators and infrastructure in-
spectors. Using FLIR thermal im-
aging on small drones brings new 
capabilities to dozens of commer-
cial applications, including search 
and rescue, firefighting, agricul-
ture, wildlife protection, and 
the inspection of 
energy infra-
structure, 
bridges, and 
buildings.

The addi-
tion of thermal 
imaging provides us-
ers the ability to see 
in complete darkness, 

measure temperature remotely, and 
see through obscurants like smoke, 
dust, and light fog. Zenmuse XT 
users will have the unique ability to 
see minute temperature variances 
– normally invisible to the naked 
eye – that can signify potential 
problems in buildings, detect the 
presence of people or animals, and 
monitor the health of mechanical 
and electrical equipment remotely. 
Its integration with DJI’s Light-
bridge live video downlink system 
and the DJI GO app will also give 
drone operators real-time control 
and recording during flight.

“FLIR and DJI today support 
many of the same commercial ap-
plications,” said Andy Teich, Presi-
dent and CEO of FLIR. “FLIR is 
thrilled to work with DJI to de-
liver these customers a plug-and-
play thermal imaging solution for 
DJI’s established ecosystem of un-
manned aircraft and related apps 
while expanding our collective op-
portunities in the rapidly-growing 
commercial drone 
market.”

DJI’s 

popular Inspire-1 
and Matrice air-
frames provide 
industry-lead-
ing aerial cin-
ematography 
and devel-
opment 
platforms. 
The same 
attributes 
that set these 
airframes apart 
for capturing stunning aerial video 
– stable flight performance, pre-
dictable flight execution, and seam-
less integration with the popular 
DJI Go app – also make them ideal 
thermal imaging platforms.

“DJI’s collaboration with FLIR in 
thermal imaging signals our intent 
to innovate in sectors where tech-
nology can be a game-changer,” 
said DJI CEO Frank Wang. “The 
result will be joint, best-in-class so-
lutions that are intuitive and easy to 
use.”

The Zenmuse XT will be avail-
able in early 2016 at both DJI and 
FLIR dealers•

FLIR-Zenmuse XT

FLIR-Inspire 1 with 
Zenmuse XT



“Strategic Challenges: National Stabiliza-
tion and Reconstruction”

Strategic 
Perspectives
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Managing power and influence in the international system invariably produces risks and challenges that must 
be overcome to achieve national interests. Achieving those interests can require the use of military force, and 
that use of force often requires a subsequent need to stabilize and reconstruct theaters of war; such stabilization 
and reconstruction efforts, like in Yemen today, can often be just as complex and costly as conflict itself and 
require particularly mature strategic vision. The UAE is renowned for its international aid and has done an 
excellent job in Yemen to date, but an enhanced understanding of effective national stabilization and recon-
struction will help us ensure our regional security in the years to come.

Stabilization and reconstruction efforts typically focus on five main strategic objectives: (1) establishing a 
secure environment to allow local people to live normal lives; (2) restoring the rule of law and a trusted system 
of justice to enable reconciliation; (3) restoring governance and state services; (4) reconstructing a sustain-
able economy and infrastructure so people can make their own livelihoods; and (5) providing humanitarian 
assistance to foster social well-being. Managing such complex efforts requires just as much planning and 
coordination as military operations and often need even more involvement by various government and non-
government entities if they are to make enduring improvements.

Transitioning from conflict to peace requires reducing the drivers of conflict and strengthening key govern-
ment capacities while restoring a host nation’s ability to manage its own political and economic development. 
That requires host nation ownership and capacity, which means that the affected country must drive its own 
development needs and priorities even if transitional authority is in the hands of outsiders, and political prima-
cy, which means that an enduring political settlement among the parties in conflict must form the cornerstone 
of any sustainable stabilization effort. Every decision and every action must focus on the critical need to forge 
and maintain political agreement among the warring parties. Legitimacy is also crucial; the host nation popula-
tion must accept the government and its actions; the government must be accountable; and regional neighbors 
and the broader international community must accept and support the restored government.

The UAE has already made many significant contributions to the stabilization and restoration of governance 
in Yemen. It was ranked first globally as the largest donor to Yemen during 2015, contributing 31 percent of 
the total aid provided by countries around the world. Total UAE aid provided in response to the humanitar-
ian crisis in Yemen since last March has reached AED 1.62 billion. The UAE has also pledged an additional 
AED 73.5 million to ensure the broad basic needs of the Yemeni people, channeled through numerous UN 
and international organizations, including directing AED 44 million to support healthcare and other needs, 
and AED 29.3 million to enhance the food security and child and maternal nutrition. Most of that aid will be 
concentrated in governorates of Taiz, Aden and Lahej. The Emirates Red Crescent has conducted medical and 
water infrastructure programs in Aden and also in Shabwa Province. A number of Yemeni National Resistance 
leaders have already visited the UAE to thank the leaders and people of the UAE for their stance in support of 
security and development in Yemen. But much, much more remains to be done: supporting a political solution 
based on UN Security Council Resolution 2216, the GCC initiative, and the outputs of the Yemeni national 
dialogue, will require difficult negotiations and trust building; Yemen is one of the world’s most heavily armed 
societies (analysts believe there may be nearly 60 million weapons in Yemen for an assessed population of 21 
million); and according to Integrated Regional Information Networks two thousand Yemenis die every year 
due to ethnic conflict or gun-related crime.

Over the long-term, we need to build upon UNSCR 2216 to better integrate Yemen within the GCC econo-
my, improve its use of human and natural resources, and capitalize on its strategic coastline. History has dem-
onstrated that building Yemen’s state capacity and helping it manage its development will remain a tremendous 
challenge. But a safer Yemen in the heart of the Arab world, affording all Yemenis a role in the future of their 
country, in partnership with their neighbors, is well worth the effort. Too many Emiratis have given their lives 
in the campaign to restore stability in Yemen; we must be committed and creative, and very persistent as future 
challenges occur to ensure the national security of both Yemen and the UAE going forward•
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RUAG Delivers 10 “missim” Testing Units to Germany

“Missim” is the 4-in-1 self-protection testing solution

“Missim” features a range of unique 
benefits, which also make it well suited 
for the operations carried out by the 
German Bundeswehr’s Tornado fleet. It 
is the world’s only 4-in-1 self-protection 
testing solution, providing simulation 
of radar, laser, missile and Hostile Fire 
Indication (HFI) threats for a vast array 
of electronic warfare systems. The threat 
simulator is also extremely intuitive and 
reliable. Based on a cutting-edge design 
and the highest manufacturing quality, 
“missim” is developed and manufac-
tured in Switzerland. The “missim” test-
ing unit can be adapted to air, land and 

sea platform that is fitted with sensor 
equipment.

Before signing the contract, RUAG 
Aviation performed a number of dem-
onstrations and system tests for project 
managers at BAAINBw to show the 
compatibility of the new system with the 
Tornado’s existing equipment. 

“A key advantage of RUAG Avia-
tion’s solution is that it can also be eas-
ily aligned with even older systems and 
sensors. The lightweight, compact “mis-
sim” testing unit is a perfect fit for any 
platform and can be combat-ready in no 
time at all, thus making it particularly 

suitable for deployment in demanding 
and fast-changing circumstances. The 
built-in memory can also be completely 
erased within a matter of seconds after 
use, so users can be rest assured that 
their customized threat scenarios re-
main inviolate and have absolute con-
fidentiality,” said Daniel Sulzer, Team 
Leader Marketing, Sales & Product 
Management Aviation Products, RUAG 
Aviation.

The company will also be provid-
ing full life cycle support for “missim”, 
including training, maintenance, per-
formance analysis, calibration and rec-

RUAG has delivered 10 “missim” testing units to the Federal Office of Bundeswehr Equipment, 
Information Technology and In-Service Support (BAAINBw) as part of a comprehensive agreement 
for self-protection systems. The partnership between RUAG Aviation and the Bundeswehr goes back 
several years, culminating in a major contract for 10 “missim” threat simulator units. The “missim” 
testing units have been delivered on time by RUAG Aviation’s competence center, Aviation Products. 
BAAINBw signed the agreement after an extensive analysis and negotiation process subsequent to the 
selection of RUAG Aviation and its innovative “missim” testing solution.

RUAG also offers integrated self-protection systems
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alibration, and looks forward to con-
tinuing its long-standing and successful 
relationship with BAAINBw in the fu-
ture.

RUAG Aviation is the original equip-
ment manufacturer (OEM) for the 
Dornier 228 aircraft and a leading 

provider of aircraft systems and com-
ponents, as well as services for their 
maintenance, support and integration 
for civilian and military customers. The 
company is the Swiss Air Force’s main 
partner for life cycle support and pro-
vides assistance to many other air forces 

around the world. It is an authorized 
service centre for Bombardier, Dassault 
Falcon, Embraer, Piaggio and Pilatus, 
as well as a “Major Service Centre” for 
Dornier, Hawker Beechcraft and DHC-
6 Twin Otter•

RUAG Aviation 
is the original 
equipment 
manufacturer 
(OEM) for the 
Dornier 228 
aircraft and a 
leading provider 
of aircraft systems 
and components

Missim testing

Missim product 
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DARPA Awards NGC Contract for Demo Program
The innovative Unmanned Systems Program system inte-
grates advanced technologies to expand strike capabilities

The Defense Advanced Re-
search Projects Agency (DAR-
PA) and the Office of Naval Re-
search have awarded Northrop 
Grumman Corporation the third 
phase of the Tern unmanned 
systems program. Phase three 
plans to include final design, 
fabrication and a full-scale, at-
sea demonstration of the system.

Tern seeks to develop an autono-
mous, unmanned, long-range, global, 
persistent intelligence, surveillance, 
reconnaissance (ISR) and strike sys-
tem intended to safely and dependably 
deploy and recover from small-deck 
naval vessels with minimal ship modi-
fications. Designed to operate in harsh 
maritime environments, Tern aims to 

enable greater mission capability and 
flexibility for surface combat vessels 
without the need for establishing fixed 
land bases or requiring scarce aircraft 
carrier resources.

“We intend to highly leverage our 
Unmanned Systems Center of Excel-
lence to develop and demonstrate this 
type of demanding unmanned sys-
tems capability to advance the Navy’s 
mission,” said Chris Hernandez, Vice 
President, Research, Technology and 
Advanced Design, Northrop Grum-
man Aerospace Systems. “We believe 
our unique ship-based unmanned sys-
tems experience, expertise, and lessons 
learned from programs including our 
MQ-8B/C Fire Scout, MQ-4C Triton, 
X-47A Pegasus and X-47B UCAS, is 
critical to the success of the Tern.”

The Northrop Grumman Tern team 

includes its wholly owned subsidiary 
Scaled Composites, as well as General 
Electric (GE) Aviation, AVX Aircraft 
Company and Moog. The Tern solution 
seeks to provide an innovative system 
that integrates mature and advanced 
technologies, including a distinctive 
propulsion solution designed to help 
expand global persistent ISR/strike ca-
pabilities for small-deck naval surface 
vessels.

“Our full-scale demonstrator system 
is highly traceable to our operational 
concept to burn down risk, resulting 
in a compelling step forward for this 
game-changing, multi-mission capa-
bility,” said Bob August, Tern Program 
Manager, Northrop Grumman Aero-
space Systems •
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An illustration of Tern, Northrop Grumman’s next-generation 
unmanned system for maritime ISR and strike



France Launches Aster Block 1 NT Program

The program covers the modernization of Aster 30 inter-
ceptor and SAMP/T air defense system

The French Ministry of De-
fence has launched the Aster 
Block 1 NT (New Technology) 
program aimed at modernizing 
the SAMP/T ground based air 
defense system as well as its asso-
ciated Aster missile. The French 
DGA (Direction Générale de 
l’Armement) notified the con-
tract to the EUROSAM consorti-
um involving MBDA and Thales, 
on December 23 2015. 

This contract provides for the devel-
opment of a new version of the Aster 30 
Block 1 missile, referred to as Aster B1 
NT with first deliveries to the French 
Air Force being expected in 2023. It also 
covers the modernization of the current 
SAMP/T system to provide enhanced 
capabilities particularly against ballistic 
missiles. The Aster 30 Block 1NT has 
wide area defense capablities against 
1,500 km-range ballistic missiles. 

These evolutions will enable SAMP/T 
to further enhance its contribution to-

wards NATO’s anti-ballistic missile de-
fense program. 

In the next few months, France will 
most likely be joined by Italy whose 
ground based air defense units are simi-
larly equipped with the SAMP/T system. 

For quite some time, the UK, Italy and 
France have shared a successful coopera-
tion covering ground and naval air de-
fense systems based on the Aster missile. 
The signing of a MoU by the three na-
tions, on December 11 2015, reaffirmed 
this cooperation. 

France’s Aster program is led by the 
DGA with the support of OCCAR (Or-
ganisation Conjointe de Coopération 
en matière d’ARmement), the European 
intergovernmental organization for joint 
armament cooperation.

Last year, the US Missile Defense 
Agency conferred the “Technology Pio-
neer Award” to the French and Italian 
teams behind the SAMP/T extended 
air defence system. This prize came in 
recognition of the successful firing on 
March 6 2013 of an Aster 30 Block 1 
missile against a target representing a 

SCUD-type tactical ballistic missile, in 
liaison with the NATO command chain.

The aim of the firing was to demon-
strate that the ballistic missile defense 
capability of the SAMP/T, and its inter-
operability with NATO through the use 
of Link 16, allow it to be integrated into 
joint forces and inter-allied operations.

The main strengths of the SAMP/T 
are its 360° area defence and its ability 
to simultaneously engage all types of 
short-range ballistic and conventional 
air targets. Whereas Aster is best de-
scribed as an anti-missile missile that is 
capable of intercepting all types of high 
performance air threats such as; aircraft, 
UAVs, ballistic missiles, cruise missiles 
and anti-ship missiles at ranges of up to 
120 km•
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SAMPT extended air defence system



The highly important visit of His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown Prince 
of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces, to Beijing last December has 
undoubtedly reflected the development of these strategic relations and their contribution to the reinforce-
ment of common interests of both countries. In its current issue, Nation Shield sheds light on the status 
quo and promising horizons of the UAE-Chinese relations in all domains.

The UAE-Chinese Relations: A Strategic                Partnership & Mutual Respect
Highlights on the Visit of His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed 

Al Nahyan to Beijing
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The UAE-Chinese Relations: A Strategic                Partnership & Mutual Respect
The highly important visit of His High-
ness Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Al 
Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi 
and Deputy Supreme Commander of the 
Armed Forces, to the People’s Republic of 
China in December last year has empha-
sized the fundamentals of the UAE foreign 
policy, which is based on the promotion 
of peace, cooperation, tolerance, dialogue, 
and communication with all nations. 
The Pillars of the UAE-Chinese 
Relations

1-Historical Heritage: The late Sheikh 
Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan, may God 
rest his soul, had laid down the first build-
ing blocks of these relations since the 
foundation of the state in 1971. Since then, 
the relations have witnessed continued de-
velopment and prosperity. 

2. Strong Mutual Will of the leaderships 
of the Two Countries for the Development 
of These Relations: This is reflected in the 
positions and statements of the officials 
of both countries on many occasions. In 

his recent visit to China, His Highness 
Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahy-
an stated that the relations between the 
United Arab Emirates and the People’s 
Republic of China are strategic partner-
ship relations, stressing that the two sides 
are working to promote practical coopera-
tion in the pursuit of a comprehensive and 
joint development.

3. A strong base of common interests: 
The UAE and China have a variety of in-
terests. While the UAE considers China a 
strategic ally and an essential party in the 
equation of economic recovery, stability 
and optimal investment of its resources, it 
also enjoys a special importance in Chi-
nese strategy toward the Middle East, not 
only because it plays a role in establish-
ing security and stability in the region, 
but also because it represents a successful 
model of development in the region

4. A political agreement about regional 
and international issues: Both countries 
adopt similar positions and maintain 
communication and coordination be-
tween them. They also show understand-
ing and support for each other on issues 
affecting the fundamental interests of each 
side. 

The Visit of His Highness Sheikh 
Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan 
Opens New Horizons for Chinese 
UAE Relations
 The successful visit of His Highness 
Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, 
Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and Depu-
ty Supreme Commander of the Armed 
Forces, may God protect him, to Beijing 
in December 2015, was a quantum leap 
in bilateral relations between the two 
countries. It has consolidated the strategic 
partnership between the two countries. 
The agreements and memorandums of 
understanding that were signed give a lot 
of positive signs on the relations between 
the two countries. They show the large im-
portance attached to the UAE as a desir-
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able trade partner in the world.  
One of the most important results of 

this visit has been the launch of the “Joint 
Strategic Investment Fund” worth US $ 
10 billion. It is funded equally between 
the two countries. This fund embod-
ies the full awareness by the leaderships 
of the two countries of the nature of the 
sensitive stage which the global economy 
is witnessing now, and the importance of 
convergence and coordination between 
states. His Highness Sheikh Mohammed 
bin Zayed Al Nahyan stressed that the es-
tablishment of the UAE-Chinese Strategic 
Investment Fund reflects the growing part-
nership between the United Arab Emirates 
and the People’s Republic of China, point-

ing out that the solid foundations for co-
operation between the two countries are 
based on growing economic ties and deep 
political relations. His Excellency the Pres-
ident of the People’s Republic of China, Xi 
Jean Ping, said: “ This fund, which is flex-
ible in terms of investments, will  strength-
en and deepen the strategic and economic 
relations between the two countries. The 
Fund will play a pivotal role in supporting 
the (One Belt, One Way) strategy. We will 
enhance communication and cooperation 
with our regional partners across Europe 
and Asia.”

Areas of the UAE - Chinese Coop-
eration

There is no doubt that His Highness Sheikh 
Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan’s visit to 
China and its important results have rein-
forced the bilateral relations between the 
two countries. The aspects of these rela-
tions can be addressed as follows:

1- Political Coordination: The UAE 
– Chinese relations have witnessed con-
tinuous evolution from inception with 
the establishment of diplomatic relations 
between the two countries in November 
1984. Under the guidance of the prudent 
leadership of His Highness Sheikh Khalifa 
bin Zayed Al Nahyan, President of United 
Arab Emirates, may God protect him, His 
Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid 
Al Maktoum, UAE Vice President and 
Prime Minister and Ruler of Dubai, His 
Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed 
Al Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi 
and Deputy Supreme Commander of 
the Armed Forces, and Their Highnesses 
Members of the Supreme Council of the 
Union and Rulers of the Emirates, these 
relations have made significant achieve-
ments. The positions of the two countries 
are similar toward many international is-
sues, including the Middle East critical is-
sues, which opens the way for coordina-
tion in the political and security affairs, 
especially with regard to the fight against 
terrorism and strengthening security and 
stability in the Gulf region. Political co-
ordination between the two countries has 
been strengthened as a result of mutual 
visits by senior leaders and officials in the 
two countries.

The growing exchange of visits between 
officials of the two countries over the past 
years has had a great impact, not only in 
promoting political understanding be-
tween the two countries about regional 
and world issues, but also by opening new 
horizons in bilateral relations between the 
two countries. 

2- The Economic Sphere
The United Arab Emirates and China 

are connected with strong trade and in-
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vestment relations. In April 2015, the UAE 
became officially a founding member of 
The Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank, 
based in Beijing, in addition to its active 
participation in China’s ‘Belt and Road In-
itiative’, which reflects the insightful vision 
of the leadership of the UAE.  The follow-
ing statistics reveal the strength of the bi-
lateral relations between the two countries 
in the economic field:

The growth of trade volume between the 
UAE and China over the past ten years, 
according to Ministry of Economy data, 
reached AED 922 billion (US $ 251 billion 
by the end of 2014). Trade volume in 2015 
was about AED 201 billion (US $ 55 bil-
lion).

The UAE came first among China’s ex-
ternal partners. Over many years the UAE 
has been the first commercial partner and 
the largest market for Chinese exports in 
the entire West Asia and North Africa. 

The volume of China’s imports from the 
UAE amounted to AED 734 billion (US $ 
200 billion), mostly oil products, while the 
volume of China’s exports to the UAE was 
US $ 30 billion.

Joint investments have increased signifi-
cantly. The UAE’s investments in China 
amounted to $ 1.15 billion, while Chinese 
investments in the UAE amounted to US 
$ 1.66 billion, thanks to the existence of 
more than 4 thousand Chinese companies 
in the UAE. 

The number of members of the Chinese 
community in Dubai is more than two 
hundred thousand people.

Dubai is the center of attraction for 
businessmen and investors from China. 

UAE markets are the very important 
markets for Chinese companies and inves-
tors. 

DP World also attaches great importance 
to the development of the UAE-Chinese 
trade and economic relations, and places 
China on the agenda of its priorities. 

  In fact, the strength of the economic 
relations between the two countries is due 

mainly to two factors: first, that the UAE 
is the largest market in the Middle East, 
and the first partner of China. Second, the 
UAE is an attractive environment for in-
vestment.

3. The Educational and Cultural Field
UAE and China are keen to develop cul-

tural and scientific relations. One of the 
most important aspects of these relations 
is the establishment of “Confucius” Insti-
tute in Dubai University in the spring of 
2011, which is the first of its kind in the 
Gulf. The Institute has organized courses 
to teach the Chinese language. The UAE 
was selected as a guest of honor in the 
Beijing International Book Fair 2015 in 
recognition of the role played by the UAE 

in international forums. Cultural events 
also include the organization of an Emi-
rati cultural week in Beijing, and the es-
tablishment of the photography exhibition 
“UAE in the Eyes of the Chinese,” to shed 
light on various aspects of life in the UAE. 
The Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahyan 
Centre for Arabic and Islamic Studies at 
the Foreign Studies University in Beijing, 
which was established in 1994 after the vis-
it of Sheikh Zayed to China, has a leading 
role in supporting the bonds of cultural re-
lations between the two countries.

 4. The Field of Tourism
Tourism is one of the manifestations of 

the strong relations between the two coun-
tries. The UAE counts heavily on the role 
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of Chinese tourists in boosting the tourism 
sector. Forecasts indicate that the number 
of Chinese tourists will rise from current 
50 million tourists to 100 million tourists 
in 2020, which explains the interest of the 
UAE tourism companies in inventing new 
methods to acquire the biggest possible 
share from the Chinese tourism cake.

The UAE has succeeded in strengthen-
ing its position in the Chinese tourism 
market, where the number of Chinese 
tourists visiting Dubai rose by 25% in 2014 
to about 276 thousand Chinese tourists. 
Tourism and travel industry experts pre-
dict that the number of Chinese tourists 
to the UAE will rise in light of the success 
of UAE in attracting Chinese companies to 
participate in local fairs, as well as hosting 
international conferences and meetings for 
these companies.

The number of Chinese tourists com-
ing to Dubai has witnessed a remarkable 
growth in the recent period in light of the 
growing air traffic between the two coun-
tries, in addition to increasing Chinese 
investments in Dubai.  A recent study con-
ducted by a group of the global Interconti-
nental hotels indicated that Dubai will be 
transformed into a favorite destination for 

Chinese tourists over the next decade, not-
ing that the economic and demographic 
trends will help to pump huge numbers 
of Chinese travelers to the UAE over the 
coming years. The number of tour com-
panies that promote Dubai in the Chinese 
market in 2010 rose by 33%, reaching 104 
companies compared to 78 in 2009.

5. The Banking Sector: the banking sec-
tor has witnessed many aspects of cooper-
ation, where many banks sought to launch 

successive waves of ATMs equipped with 
the option of the Chinese language. Many 
foreign banks, mainly HSBC and Stand-
ard Chartered Bank, launched the service 
of opening bank accounts in the Chinese 
currency yuan, with the aim of support-
ing the balance of trade between the UAE 
and China. In the same context, the UAE 
Central Bank and the People’s Bank of 
China (the Central Bank of China), signed 
a currency swap agreement, which aims 
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to promote trade and investment between 
the UAE and China and establish a mech-
anism to reduce the risk of exchange be-
tween the dirham and the yuan in order to 
facilitate trade, investment and payments 
between the two countries.

The foregoing period witnessed the sign-
ing of a partnership agreement between 
the UAE Mashreq Bank and the Bank of 
China to establish a Chinese office in the 
UAE, the first of its kind, which aims to 
help Chinese companies to expand their 
reach abroad. The establishment of China’s 
Office in the UAE will provide facilities 
for financial products and services to the 
Chinese companies working in the Gulf 
as well as the UAE companies planning to 
have business in China.

The Visit’s Political and Strategic 
Implications
The visit of His Highness Sheikh Moham-
med bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown Prince 
of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme Com-
mander of the Armed Forces, to China has 
many important implications, most nota-
bly:

The vitality of the UAE’s foreign policy, 
which seeks to achieve balance in relations 
with the major powers in the world. The 

UAE has established effective relations 
with many Western and Asian countries, 
notably China. This is primarily due to the 
adoption by the political leadership in the 
UAE, led by His Highness Sheikh Khalifa 
bin Zayed Al Nahyan, may God protect 
him, of a vision that has well-defined de-
terminants and pillars for the management 
of relations with the outside world. The 
United Arab Emirates understands the na-
ture of the changes on the map of balances 
in the international order and is working to 
adapt to them.  The global center of gravity 
shifted, in the past few decades, from the 
West to the East, and China is now one of 
the most important emerging regional and 
international powers. It has outperformed 
all other powers with its developmental 
leaps, to impose itself powerfully as a suc-
cessful model on the one hand, and a key 
partner for everyone willing to draw inspi-
ration from the unique Chinese epic.

The clarity of the UAE’s foreign policy 
objectives. The UAE is keen that its foreign 
movements should reflect positively on 
the national goals at home, in a way that is 
beneficial for all citizens.  This reflects the 
long-term vision, which sees in the open-
ness to all countries of the world, to benefit 
from their different expertise, an impor-

tant investment for the present and future. 
The UAE believes that the reinforcement 
of the economic and trade relations with 
these countries will serve the development 
process in the UAE. 

The promotion of convergence with a 
huge future power like China has certainly 
positive aspects that serve all common sec-
tors between the two countries. China is 
not just goods plunging markets; there are 
well-established and well-developed rela-
tions between the two countries. The UAE-
Chinese trade relations have increased 879 
times in 31 years, and the volume of trade 
exchange between the two countries, ac-
cording to the latest statistics, has reached 
US $ 201 billion.

In translation of this vision, His High-
ness Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Al 
Nahyan during his recent visit to China, 
toured in a number of economic institu-
tions in the sectors of finance and industry 
in Shanghai, where he visited the Shanghai 
Stock Exchange. He heard from officials 
in the market a briefing about the stages 
of the establishment of the market which 
goes back to its beginnings in 1891.  He 
also listened to an explanation from Chi-
nese officials about the Commercial Air-
craft Corporation of China, Ltd. (Comac), 
which was founded in Shanghai in 2008, 
and its work in the field of civil aircraft 
manufacturing. 

3. The growing international recogni-
tion of the UAE, as an active and influen-
tial party in the region. The major powers 
in the world are eager to establish wide 
relations and partnerships with the UAE. 
This has been emphasized during this vis-
it, both through the official interest in the 
UAE, and the concentration of the Chi-
nese media on highlighting the economic 
capabilities of the UAE, and its successful 
model of development•
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TOP TEN
Rating the world’s most effective air-to-air missiles 
based on precision and engagement features

Air to air missiles play a crucial role in determining the outcome of any war. It is important to 
make the enemy airforce ineffective to be victorious. Nation Shield takes a look at the most effective 
air- to-air missiles in a two part series.

|  Feb 2016 |  Issue 529  |

Meteor on German Air Force Eu-
rofighter Typhoon
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Recent air operations in a potentially 
dangerous environment with more ad-
vanced aircraft and ground air defence 
systems, , is revitalizing the interest to-
wards air-to-air missiles as future threats 
emerge. However data sensor fusing, in-
cluding the helmet mounted display sys-
tems, and the capability of these weapon 
systems to be part of the network is es-
sential to the success of air superiority. 

Meteor BVRAAM
Meteor is the next generation Be-
yond Visual Range Air-to-Air Missile 
(BVRAAM) system designed to revo-
lutionise air-to-air combat in the 21st 
Century. The weapon brings together 
six nations with a common need to de-
feat the threats of today as well as the 
emerging threats of the future. Guided 
by an advanced active radar seeker, Me-
teor provides all weather capability to 
engage a wide variety of targets from 
agile fast jets to small UAVs and cruise 
missiles. 

It is designed to meet the most strin-
gent of requirements and is capable of 
operating in the most severe of clutter 
and countermeasure environments. The 
weapon is also equipped with data link 
communication. Aimed at meeting the 
needs of a network centric environment, 
Meteor can be operated using third par-
ty data, enabling the Meteor user - the 
pilot - to have the most flexible weapon 
system. Meteor’s stunning performance 
is achieved through its unique ramjet 
propulsion system - solid fuel, variable 
flow, ducted rocket. 

This ‘ramjet’ motor provides the mis-
sile with thrust all the way to target in-
tercept, providing the largest no-escape 
zone of any air-to-air missile system. To 
ensure total target destruction, the mis-
sile is equipped with both impact and 
proximity fuses and a fragmentation 
warhead that detonates on impact or at 
the optimum point of intercept to max-
imise lethality. 

Meteor has been developed by a group 
of European partners led by MBDA to 
meet the needs of six European nations: 
the UK, Germany, Italy, France, Spain 
and Sweden. The weapon system will 
equip Eurofighter Typhoon, Rafale and 
Gripen. It is also compatible with other 
advanced fighter aircraft and will be in-
tegrated to the F-35 Lightning II Joint 
Strike Fighter. The Meteor BVRAAM 

features a state-of-the-art active radar 
seeker, a two-way data link communica-
tion, and a solid-fuelled Ramjet motor 
to engage a wide range of targets with 
pin point accuracy. It also carries a blast 
fragmentation warhead with proximity 
and impact fuses for optimum lethality. 
The missile has high countermeasures 
resistance and offers the biggest ‘no es-
cape zone.’

IRIS-T: Unmatched air-to-air 
combat effectiveness
IRIS-T (Infra-Red Imaging System – 
Tail/Thrust Vector Controlled), is the 
name of the latest generation, short 
range air-to-air-missile that replaced the 
AIM-9L Sidewinder in Germany and 
other nations.
The missile was developed by Greece, 
Italy, Norway, Spain, Sweden with Ger-
many as lead nation and the German 
company Diehl Defence as prime con-
tractor.   
The first IRIS-T  was handed over to 
the German Air Force in  2005 entering 
series production within the scheduled 
time and budget and gaining the reputa-
tion of an outstanding example for Eu-
ropean armament cooperation. 
The missile design, comprising a large 
warhead with high target destruction 
probability, allows successful engage-
ment of a broad range of targets includ-
ing future threats from the air. IRIS-T 
exceeds the performance characteristics 
of the AIM-9L Sidewinder in all areas 
by far. Since IRIS-T was delivered to air 
forces, it has become the yardstick for 
present and future short-range air-to-air 
guided missiles.
It is characterized by extreme maneu-
verability and agility at all altitudes due 
to the combination of thrust-vector and 
aerodynamic control. The innovative in-
frared seeker head generates high-qual-
ity images resembling those of a ther-
mal imaging camera and is capable of 
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distinguishing targets from adversaries` 
decoys. IRIS-T features an acquisition 
range that is significantly larger than 
that of comparable missiles as well as an 
extremely large look angle.

High target acquisition and tracking 
performance even against difficult back-
grounds enable pilots to cue the missile 
to the target with a helmet sight as well. 
Its  “fire & forget“ capability as well as 
the option of locking onto the target 
after firing (lock-on after launch) pro-
vide ideal conditions for short-range air 
combat. The ability of IRIS-T to counter 
both approaching surface-to-air and air-
to-air guided missiles strongly improves 
pilots´ survivability.
Thanks to these features, pilots are even 
able to engage threats from behind the 
aircraft. IRIS-T thus offers a 360° de-
fence capability.
Currently, IRIS-T is the standard arma-
ment of the fighter aircraft Eurofighter/
Typhoon   (Germany, Italy, Spain), Grip-
en (Sweden), F-16 (Greece, Norway), 
EF-18 (Spain) and  Tornado (Germany). 
In August 2014, the 4,000th IRIS-T mis-
sile was handed over to Sweden. So far 
Germany, Greece, Italy, Norway, Spain, 
Sweden, Austria, South Africa, Saudi 
Arabia and Thailand have procured 
IRIS-T including training missiles.  
IRIS-T can successfully engage flying 
targets at a distance of up to 25 kilom-
eters, reaches a speed of clearly more 
than 3 Mach, weighs nearly 90 kg at a 
length of 2.94 meters and a body di-
ameter of 12.7 centimeters. The missile 
is fully compatible with existing Side-
winder interfaces and warrants a high 
rejection rate against infrared and laser 
countermeasures.

MICA
MICA is the multi-mission air-to-air 
missile system for the Rafale and the lat-
est versions of Mirage 2000-5 combat 
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aircraft. It has a high level of tactical 
flexibility in order to meet the most de-
manding operational requirements:

• Beyond Visual Range (BVR) multi-
target/multi-shoot

• Enhanced Short Range (SR) perfor-
mance

• Maximum flexibility for multi-role/
swing-role aircraft

MICA has a totally dual role. It is able 
to cope with both BVR and SR combat 
situations and exhibits very high perfor-
mance in both situations. The weapon 

covers Beyond Visual Range situations 
and in addition offers two guidance sys-
tems with its two interoperable seekers:

• RF MICA with radar seeker provid-
ing all weather shoot-up/shoot down 
capability

• IR MICA with dual waveband im-
aging infrared seeker surpassing lat-
est generation AAM missiles.

• MICA outperforms other BVR mis-
siles with its unique stealthy intercep-
tion capability provided by its silent 
seeker.

Currently, IRIS-T is the standard 
armament of the fighter aircraft Eu-
rofighter/Typhoon   (Germany, Italy, 
Spain), Gripen (Sweden), F-16 (Greece, 
Norway), EF-18 (Spain) and  Tornado 
(Germany)

Meteor on Rafale during PACDG campaign
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PYTHON-5
Python-5 is a fifth generation air-to-air 
missile (AAM) manufactured by Rafael 
Advanced Defense Systems. It is the 
newest member in the range of Python 
AAMs. The missile can engage enemy 
aircraft from very short ranges and near 
beyond visual range. Python-5one of 
the most sophisticated guided missiles 
in the world.

The development on the Python-5 
began in the 1990s. The missile was 
unveiled for the first time during the 
Paris Air Show in June 2003. The mis-

sile demonstrated superior target detec-
tion and tracking capabilities during the 
developmental and operational test pro-
gram, involving captive carry evaluation 
and homing trials.

See next month’s Nation Shield for the re-
mainder of the top ten air-to-air missiles•

Credit Text/Photo:
www.wikipedia.org 

www.airforce-technology.com

www.mbda-systems.com

 www.diehl.com

MICA is able to 
cope with both BVR 
and SR combat 
situations and 
exhibits very high 
performance in both 
situations

RF MICA on Rafale with radar seeker providing all weather shoot-up or shoot down capability

A Python missile under the wing of F-15D



WORLD’S MOST ADVANCED TACTICAL        AIRLIFTER
Unique, agile C-130J Super Hercules continues legendary           history

With more than 1.3 million hours of 
flying combat, humanitarian, special 
operations, aerial refueling, firefighting, 
and search and rescue missions around 
the world, the C-130J stands ready for its 
next mission and for whatever the future 
holds.

The C-130J Super Hercules is the 
world’s most advanced tactical airlifter. 
Designed and developed with mission 
flexibility in mind, the C-130J has a 
unique mix of agility and performance 
to complete any mission, anytime, any-
where.

The C-130J airframe has proven it’s 
reliable, efficient and highly operation-
al in harsh environments and combat 
theaters like Iraq and Afghanistan. This 
rugged aircraft is often the first aircraft 
“in,” touching down on austere land-

ing zones before any other transport to 
provide humanitarian relief after natural 
disasters. Among its missions, the  C-
130J also counts capabilities as diverse 
as special ops, aerial refueling, close air 
support, search and rescue and personal 
recovery.

The focus on flexibility and multi-role, 
multi-mission capabilities can be traced 
back to the original C-130A, which was 
designed in response to a need for U.S. 
forces to tactically resupply troops on 
the front lines. 

It can be said without fear of contra-
diction that the C-130 Hercules is one of 
the most important aircraft in aviation 
history.

Since its first flight in 1954, the Her-
cules has been everywhere and done just 
about anything. Aircrews have flown it 

The C-130J Super Hercules of-
fers superior performance and new 
capabilities, with the range and 
flexibility for every theater of opera-
tions and evolving requirements. 
This rugged aircraft is regularly sent 
on missions in the harshest environ-
ments, and is often the first aircraft 
to touch down, usually on austere 
landing strips before any other 
transport to provide humanitarian 
relief after natural disasters.

Techniques
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WORLD’S MOST ADVANCED TACTICAL        AIRLIFTER
Unique, agile C-130J Super Hercules continues legendary           history

to both poles, landed or airdropped mili-
tary supplies to hot spots from Vietnam 
to Afghanistan and performed countless 
relief operations around the globe. 

‘Most proven workhorse’
The Hercules has been used to drop 
bombs, retrieve satellites in midair, con-
duct reconnaissance and attack ground 
targets with cannons. Some models are 
flown as commercial transports. 

The C-130 has the longest, continuous 
military aircraft production run in history 
and one of the top three longest, continu-
ous aircraft production lines of any type. 

Those who design, build, fly, support 
and maintain a Hercules often say the 
plane is without a doubt the world’s most 
proven workhorse - and for good reason. 

To date, more than 2,500 C-130s have 
been ordered and/or delivered to 63 na-
tions around the world. Seventy countries 
operate C-130s, which have been pro-
duced in more than 70 different variants.

From the highest of air strips in the 
Himalayas to landing on aircraft carrier 
runways in the middle of the ocean, the 
C-130 regularly - and proudly- defies ex-
pectations. The Hercules is known for its 
ability to tackle any mission, anywhere, at 
any time.

As the U.S. entered into the Korean 
War, the U.S. Air Force realized it did not 
have a true military transport capable of 
airlifting combat troops over medium 
distances and delivering them to short, 
austere airfields. To fill this need, the U.S. 
Air Force Tactical Air Command issued a 
specification in early 1951 for a new me-
dium cargo transport. 

Lockheed won competition
The then-Lockheed Aircraft Corporation 
won the competition and was contracted 

to produce two prototype YC-130 aircraft 
on July 2, 1951. The first flight of YC-130 
took place on Aug. 23, 1954, at Lockheed’s 
Burbank, California, plant. Its four turbo-
prop engines enabled the YC-130 to take 
off in only 800 feet. In addition to its tre-
mendous lift capability, the aircraft also 
proved to be far more maneuverable than 
expected while meeting or exceeding all 
of the other U.S. Air Force performance 
requirements.

The success of the prototypes led to a 
production contract. As the Burbank fa-
cility was at capacity, the entire C-130 
program was moved to Lockheed’s facil-
ity—then known as Lockheed-Georgia 
Company—in Marietta, Ga. The first pro-
duction C-130A, which was nearly iden-
tical to the prototypes, was flown for the 
first time at Marietta, Ga., in April, 1955. 
The C-130A featured four powerful Al-
lison T56-A-lA turboprop engines, each 
delivering 3,750 horsepower and driving 
a three-bladed Curtiss-Wright electric-
reversible propeller. 

Eleven C-130H Hercules’ and 13 C-130J Super Hercules’ prepare to take off
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An early problem developed with the 
propeller pitch-changing mechanism that 
was corrected by adopting a hydraulic 
model. A four-bladed Hamilton-Standard 
propeller was adopted, which was just the 
first of many updates, modifications, ma-
terial and equipment changes, and other 
improvements over six decades that keep 
the Hercules state-of-the-art.

From the beginning, the C-130 has 
featured a large, unobstructed, fully-
pressurized cargo hold that can rapidly 
be reconfigured for the carriage of troops, 
stretchers, passengers or airdrops of troops 
and/or equipment into battle zones. 

The C-130’s high-wing design places the 
cargo floor at truck-bed height above the 
ground. The C-130 also features an inte-
gral “roll-on/roll-off” rear-loading ramp 
Coupled with its tremendous lift capacity, 
long range, and austere landing field capa-
bilities, it is a true tactical airlifter.

Special missions
The C-130 airframe was immediately 
recognized for its incredible versatil-
ity, prompting it to be quickly adapted 
for use in supporting special mission re-
quirements. The first of some 70 differ-
ent variants – a ski-equipped version for 
resupplying Distant Early Warning radar 
sites-- was initially tested in 1957. An elec-
tronic reconnaissance version came soon 
after. 

No matter the mission, no matter the 
location, Hercules has gone there, is going 
there and will go back thanks to its con-
stant state of innovation. Today’s Hercs are 
ready for tomorrow’s missions.

The C-130 continues to be the world’s 
standard for tactical airlift needs, especial-
ly in the form of the C-130J Super Her-
cules. The Super Hercules offers superior 
performance and new capabilities, with 
the range and flexibility for every theater 
of operations and evolving requirements. 
To date, 16 countries operate or will oper-
ate the C-130J, which has been used to set 

will bring new capabilities to a targeted 
market.

With the Super Hercules worldwide fleet 
logging more than one million hours of 
flying combat, humanitarian, special op-
erations, aerial refueling, firefighting, and 
search and rescue missions around the 
world, the C-130J stands ready for its next 
mission and for whatever the future holds.

C-130J Super Hercules Missions
The C-130 Hercules is an aircraft with a 
heart the size of its cargo compartment. 
The rugged and dependable Hercules is 
known for its willingness to help, whether 

54 world aviation records.
The C-130J family includes 11 vari-

ants and it can support more than 16 dif-
ferent mission requirements. The Super 
Hercules continues to expand its offerings 
with the addition of the C-130XJ (base-
line version of the C-130J), the SC-130J 
Sea Herc (maritime patrol) and the LM-
100J, the updated Super Hercules version 
of the commercial L-100. In January 2014, 
Lockheed Martin officials submitted a 
type design update for the L-382J (certi-
fication designation) with the FAA that 
will be marketed as the LM-100J, a com-
mercial version of the Super Hercules that 
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C-130J Super Hercules during rescue and refueling training

Airmen from the 71st Rescue Squadron secure cargo in the back of an HC-130J



Current operators include: 
Australia (Royal Australian Air Force), Canada (Royal Canadian 
Air Force) Denmark (Royal Danish Air Force), India (Indian Air 
Forces), Iraq (Iraq Air Force),Israel (Israeli Air Force); Italy (Aer-
onautica Militare), Korea (Republic of Korea Air Force), Kuwait 
(Kuwait Air Force); Norway (Royal Norwegian Air Force), Oman 
(Royal Flight of Oman and the Royal Air Force of Oman), Qatar 
(Qatari Air Force), Tunisia (Tunisian Air Force), and the United 
States (Air Force, including active duty, Air National Guard and 
Air Force Reserve Command; Coast Guard; Marine Corps). The 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (Royal Saudi Air Force) is on contract to 
receive two KC-130Js

Sixteen (16) nations fly or will fly C-130Js

hand when it comes to extinguishing 
forest fires. As an aerial firefighter, the 
Modular Airborne Firefighting System 
(MAFFS) installed in the Hercules can 
drop up to 3,000 gallons of fire retardant 
or water in just five seconds. C-130 crews 
are able to fly over rugged mountainous 
terrain at low speeds to zoom in on tar-
geted hot spots and drop fire retardant to 
assist firefighters below. 

Hurricane Hunter:  Hercules crews 
also hunt hurricanes. By making repeated 
trips straight through the eye of a storm, 
the WC-130 crew is able to measure wind 
speed and barometric pressure, offering 
critical predictive data about the severity 
and direction of tropical storms. The data 
collected by the Hurricane Hunter crews 
increase the accuracy of the National Hur-
ricane Center’s forecasts by 30 percent. 

Delivering Supplies: The C-130 also 
plays nice on snow and ice. Equipped with 
Teflon-coated skis, the durable aircraft is 
able to safely deliver supplies deep into 
Antarctica or far north to the Greenland 
ice cap•

Text / Photo credit: 
www.lockheedmartin.com

it’s putting out a forest fire or delivering 
Christmas gifts to children in remote ar-
eas around the world.

Relief Missions: Often seen as the first 
aircraft “in,” the Hercules is able to touch 
down in austere landing zones before 
any other transport to provide humani-
tarian relief after natural disasters. Re-
cently, the C-130 played a major role in 
the Philippines humanitarian and disaster 
relief efforts after Super Typhoon Haiyan/
Yolanda, as C-130 crews from more than 
ten nations airdropped supplies to remote 

locations and transported survivors to 
safety. 

Aeromedical Operations: In support 
of aeromedical evacuation operations, 
the C-130 is able to function as an air-
borne emergency room, providing medi-
cal teams with supplies and equipment 
such as oxygen lines to treat the criti-
cally wounded. The Hercules can provide 
medevac support during an evacuation, 
transporting up to 97 injured on specially 
designed multi-level-litters

Firefighter: The C-130 also lends a 
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Length: 29.81 m
Height: 11.81 m
Wingspan: 40.38 m
Power Plant: Four Rolls-Royce 
AE 2100D3 4,691 pshp turbo-
prop engines, GE-Dowty Aer-
ospace R391, 6-blade propel-
lers, all composite

Technical Specification

Max take-off weight: 74,389 kg
Payload: 18,699 kg
Operating weight empty: 39,588 kg
Zero fuel weight: 58,287 kg
Landing distance:  3,100 ft
Maximum cruise speed: 605 km/hr
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